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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF 
TpE PR,OBLEM 
CHAPTER I _ 
INTRODUCTI-ON AND STATEMENT OF TEE PROBLEM 
1. In trod uc tion 
A good portion of the time of tb,e child in school is devoted 
to reading, since ret3-ding is one of the primary tools of modern 
life. Educators stress the need for reading materials which are 
appealing to children, as learning is influenced by interest. 
The 'classics' earned this reputationg because of just such an 
appeal. They have weathered many generations as their messages 
and style are powerful~ universal, and sufficiently significant 
to all youth at all times. On this ba~is then, the question may 
well be raised of how familiar with good literature are children 
of the elementary scpool. 
_ 2. The Problem 
Statement of the problem.-- It was the purpose of this 
study (1) to determine how familiar children are with the classics; 
(2) to compare the knowledge of the classics which boys may have 
with that of the girls; and (3) to leern what differences in such 
knowledge exists between grades four~ five~ and six. 
r . --- - ~ 
' - 1_ 
2 
Importance of t_he study.-- Many studies have been conducted 
41t over the preceding years to determine teenager's and adult's 
knowledge of the classics. Tb the knowledge of the writers, no 
specific attempt has been made to· determine the intermediate 
grader's knowledge of the children's classics. Therefore, it 
seemed worthwhile to these writers to develop an instrument which 
could be used to survey the familiarity with the classics which 
children in the fourth, fifth, and sixth grades may have. 
In chapter II may be ~ound a summary of fhe related litera-
ture which pertains to thi~ problem. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LI '!ERA IDRE 
1. The Attempt to Define 
the Term Classic 
Statements of the autho.rities.-- Few of the authorities in 
the field of children's literature actually state a definition of 
. . 1/ 
a "ciassic." According to the Webster dictionary a classic is 
a work "of the highest class and of acknowledged excellence." 
While the authorities who have been consulted will not list 
specific books as being classics in children's literature, they 
have made certain statements which are indications of what they 
feel is good, or is not good, literature. ?)' . 
Hazard states definite ideas of what he considers to be a 
good book. In the first place, he like$ a book which remains 
faithful to the very essence of art. If a book canoffer a child 
an intuitive and direct way of knowledge,. if it contains a simple 
beauty which is capable of being perceived immediately, and if i .t 
arouses in the child's soul a vibration which ~ill endure all of 
his life, this is one aspect which makes it a good book. Secondly, 
1/John P. Bethel, General Editor, Webster's New Collegiate 
Dictionary, G. & C. Merriam Co., Spr:1ngfield, Mass., 1953l' Po 152. 
,YPaul Hazard, ~ooks, Children an<J Men,. The Iiorn Book, Inco, 
Boston, 1947, P • 42-45. 
3 
CH.ttPTER II . 
REVIEW OF mE L;rTERATURE 
a book must contain pictures, and the kind pf pictures which a. 
child likes. These illustrations should be chosen from the r~ches 
of the whole world; they should be enchantipg pictures that b~ing 
release and joy. This author also feels that happiness shoulq be 
gained before reality closes in, and that tpese pictures provtde 
insurance against the time, which comes all too soon, when there 
will be nothing but realities. Books must awaken the child's 
sensibilities to enable him to share in gre~t human emotions; to 
give him respect for universal life; to tee.~h him not to desp+se 
everything that is mysterious in creation e.pd in man. The go~l 
of a book need not always be the immediately useful and practical$ 
I 
as good books respect valor and the eminent dignity of play. 
11 
Hazard likes books of- knowledge, especiall-y those which distill 
from all the different kinds of knowledge t~e most difficult ~nd 
the most necessary--that of the human heart. Books must cont~in a 
profound morality. They must set-·nr--e:c·tton- trutns worthy of last-
ing forever; of' inspiring one's whole inne'r life; and of demo~stra t"" 
111g that an unselfish and faithful l9v& alway.s enas .by f -inding 
,___ "y' . 
its reward, be it only in itself. HiFard cpncludes by sayi~g 
"I like books that have the integr~ty: to perpetuate their own 
faith in truth ~nd justice.'! 
0!/Hazrrd, Ibid., pp. 42.,..45. 
y'Haz~rd, ~· f P• 45 • 
5 
!I 
Weekes questions when .a work becomes literature for children 
and answers by saying~ 
"Any writing, old . or new, becomes literature for children 
only when they can bring to the reading, experiences which 
contribute to an understanding and a proper interpretation 
of, as well as pleasure in, what is being read." 
gj 
Jordan observes that a book can hardly be given the rank o~ 
a classic until it has weathered at least one generation and is 
accepted by the next. Quality of writing and form have e. great 
deal to do with the permanence of a book. Simplicity and sincerity 
are two more important factors. Essentially, children do not change 
'#'-
from one generation to another 9 as the lasting appeal o:f :fairy, 
tales indicates. The author concludes tbat 9 actually, it is the 
children who make the final decision as to the vitality of the 
books written for them. 
~ Gordon states that whether or not a book is appealing 9 is 
not so important a criterion as whether it 1s good. On the other 
1u' 
hand, Frank fe.els that part of the criteria for a good book is 
not its merit as judged by others 11 but what the reader himsel.f 
gets out of' it. 
1/Blanche E. Weekes, Literature and the Child 9 Silver, Burdett and 
Company 9 Boston9 1935, P• 3o 
g/Alice Mo Jordan, Children's Clasaics 11 The Horn Book 11 !nco 11 
Boston, 1947~~ PP• 3-12. 
'3/So s. Gordon 11 •Literature for Specific Age Groups," Scholastic ~eview (November 11 1951)~~ 59g450-452. 
k/Josette Frank, Your Child 8 s ~eading Today 11 Douqleday & Company, 
Inc., Garden City, NoYo 11 1954, ' P·• 35 ff. 
G 
y' 
Blanche Weekes sets forth some concepts that distort 
thinking about what is good literature for childreno These are 
that if a book is old, it is good; if it is new, it is not good; 
and that it should improve the child morally. She continues 
that if there were a single criterion in selecting children's 
literature, it should be children's interests. y 
Arbuthnot warns that one must not be overpowered by the 
flood of new children's books, as many of the old books are as 
fresh today as they were fifty years ago. However, there are 
many old books which have been discarded, and properly so. She 
summarizes in this manner: "Age is not a guarantee of a bookVs 
excellence; nor recency, of its significance." In speaking of 
such books as Alice in Wonderland, Tom Sawyer, and Little Women, 
she comments that they are as popular today as when they were 
first published. 
2. The Importance of Good Literature 
The impact of mass media.-~ Part of the concern about chil.-
dren's reading habits is that of the effect of mass media. 
JJ 
Fra.nk states that mass media may stimulate a child 1 s interest 
1/Weekes, Op. cit., P• ). 
g/May Hill Arbuthnot,~~ Children and Books 9 Scott 9 Foresman and 
Company, New York, 1947 9 P• 11. 
J/Josette Frank,~~ Your Childv~ Reading Today, Dqubleday & Company, 
Inc., Garden City, N.Y.,~~ 195,, p. 172. 
I 
in readingo For instance 9 having seen a filmed story9 the child 
will reed the book in order to get the whole storyo In addition 9 
!I Frank believes that televisionD newspapers$) or radio may offer 
the child a bit of information which interests him and stimulates 
gj 
him to inquire further into bookso Tooze also believes that 
some films, especially ones like Disneyus nature films~ lead the 
child to bookso She concludes that the mess media may confuse 
the child: he receives too much information~ too many statements 
1 . ~ v 
· th.a t -he :b.al!J . ,not ;tbe experience to judge.. Ford end Jelinek 
both state that literature 9 by giving the child vicarious experi= 
ences and broadening his horizons, helps him make the necessary 
judgments. 
Fulfilling the child's needs.,-- Literature serves to fulfill 
21 
certain emotional and social needs.. Jersild and Tasch find that 
the age end interests of the child ere a determinant of what he 
reads. They also discovered that a child 8 s "wishes" (his interests 
g'Josette Frank 9 "What Are Children Reading in This TV Age?"~ 
Child Study (Spring~ 1957)D 34~3~7., 
yRuth Toozep Your. Child Wants to Read 9 Prentice-Hall, Inc., 9 
Englewood Cliffs 9 N.,J., 9 1957, Po 26., 
.J/N:i..ck Aaron Ford 9 "Literature as an Aid to Social Development~" 
Teachers College Record (April, 1957) 9 58g377=381., 
VJames J., Jelinek, "Literature end the Development of Critical 
Thinkingg" Clearing House (April, 1956)., 30:462=463 .. 
2/Arthur T. Jersild end Ruth J., Tasch9 Children's Interests 9 
Bureau of Publications~ Teachers CollegT, Columbia Univer~ity~ 
New York, 1949g PPo l=l73o \ \ 
8 
and desires) broaden as he grows older; the children becoming 
1ncreij1ngly aware of others and desirous of interacting with themo 
Tooze saye that a child must know more about the world than is 
presented to him in his immediate surroundings~~ and reading brings 
him this knowledgeo 
Classification of needso~- Security is the name Arbuthnot 
gj 
gives to the needs that books satisfy in childreno She classi-
fies these needs as materialp and emotional or spiritual securityo 
Broken down further 9 these needs areg to be loved; to achieve (to 
do or to be something worthy); to know; and to attain intellectual 
securityo In addition 9 she mentions play 11 the need for change 9 and 
aesthetic satisfactiono In the early years 9 these needs apply only 
to the child directly; but they soon expand to concern for others 
J! .. 
as wello Ford also believes that literature gives the child 
insight into family situationso 
lllv' 
Frank's classification of needs is as follows: for edven= 
ture; for information; for an "emotional safety valve;" for relief 
5I 
from reality; and for funo According to Tooze 11 a child needs 
Y'Tooze, Opo ci to, Po 25o 
£/May Hill Arbuthnot$) Children and Books, Scott 11 Foresman and 
Company, New York, 1947, P• 3 ffo 
l/'Ford, 0Po cito, 58g377=38lo 
!l/Josette Frank, Your Child's Reading Today 9 Doubleday & Companyp 
!nco, Garden City, NoYo, 1954.9 Po 43 !fo 
good books to un~erstand and adjus~ to the physical worldo He 
also needs them to hel-p-, him adjust to the social world 9 both to 
the immediate present and to o.-ther, or older patterns of cultureo 
rn addition, he reads to meet emotion~l, spiritual, and aesthetic 
needso This, she calls "reading in terms of' life;" to clarify 
present experience, to further his interests and knowledge, and y 
to gain lasting impressions and enjoymento Frank adds to 
this, saying that the classics give the child a wealth of liter~ 
ary allusions, character, imagination , and moral and emotional 
values., 
thes,e needs o 
specifies some types of literature he thinks fill 
Realistic fiction presents the basic problems of 
human relations which lead to the child's better understanding of 
others through new insights and vicarious experiences not avail-
able in his own environmento Animal tales give the child a 
chance to get away from interpersonal r elationshipso Modern 
fantasy offers escape from the pressure of reality problems by 
giving personality to ma c hines and presenting problems in new 
space-time dimensionso These needs are further broken down by 
J! 
Vandament and Thalman who refer to them as fentasieso They 
!/Josette Frank, Your Child's Reading Today , Double day & Company, 
!nco, Garden City , NoYo 9 1957 11 Po 169 ffo 
_g/Leland Jacobs 9 "What Constitutes a Good Literature Progr•m? 9 " 
Texas Outlook {October» 1955) 9 39:16=17o 
J/William Eo Van<iament and W. Ao Thalman, "An IQvestigatioll into 
the Reading Interests of Chil~ren , " Journal of Educational 
Research (February, 1956) , 49~ 467 =370o 
find that achievement fantasy is found mostly in books and 
magazines, whereas social end aggressive fantasy is found mostly in 
comics. 
Limitations of reading for emotional satisfaction.-- Reading 
for the satisfaction of _personal problems 9 or for character build-
, y' 
ing, has its limitations. As Frank says 9 the parents¥ wishes 
for the child cannot be imposed by exposing the child to suitable 
books.. She feels that the story which mirrors the child's weak= 
neeses and proceeds to a happy ending does not present the child 
with a very realistic notion of the problem. .It would be better 
for the parent to try to g~in insight into t~e child and his prob= 
lem. While the directness of a story may drive home lessons in y 
ethics or manners.~~ Frank notes that it is unlikely that reading 
will alter the basic attitudes the child is confronted with daily. 
However impossible it may-b-e---fu·r --bffagine tlve W;t'i ting to take 
the place of direct experience 9 it does bring about an unded:'~ _ 
standing of othervs views '-nd problems 9 according to Taba et al.¥ 
Through identification with people and their problems in books 9 
YJosette Frenk 9 Your Child's Reading Today 9 Doubleday & Company 9 
Inc. 9 Garden City 9 NoYo 9 19$7 9 Po 35 ffo 
g/Josette Frank 9 Your ChildVs Readin~ Today 9 Doubleday & Company 9 
Ineos Garden City, N.Y • . ,~~ 19579 PPo 1~5=191 • 
.2/Hilds: Taba, Direetor 9 and Staff of the Intezrgroup Education in 
Cooperating Schools 9 Litera ·ure for Human Und rstendin 9 American 
Council on Education.~~ Washi!'>-gton 9 D.C .. 9 19 9 ·pp. 1- 1. 
.. 
the child can be led to a greater understanding of real lifeo !I .· 
On the other hand 9 Frank states that reading a bQurt one 9 s own 
problems is better as a comfo~t than as a cureo Knowing that others 
have similar problems; and for a child9 knowing that an adult under~ 
stood and cared enough to write about the problem~ is consolinge 
?J Weekes says that the mQre.l improvements affected by good litera= 
ture are debatable as there i~ ho ;valid means of measuring themo 
3.1 . 
The needs of e. democracyo =~ We live,\) e.s Tooze points out 9 
in a democracy which presuppose s the opportunities for men to · 
develop~ and to assume as much responsibility as they cano One 
who reads can usually face the world and cope with it better o 
In additionll she feels that reading is essential for getting 
informationo 
v 
Frank says~ "in our society reading is a nec essary t ool 
for living 9 " for books enable a child t o handle his language wello 
. 21 
This skill is the mark of a civilized persona Tabs et a lo 
believe that the basic need now is the increas i ng pr obl em of g i ve 
and take with other sovereign nations in this "one worl d" brought 
about by rapid technological advance s o 
!/Josette Frank 9 Your Child v s Reading Today 9 Doubleday & Company 9 !nco~ Garden Cityll NoYo 9 19S7 9 Po 193 o 
g/Weekes, Ope cito 9 Po 9o 
J/Toozell Op. citoj Po 20o 
h/Josette Frankg Your Childus Read i ng Today~ Doupl eday & Companyl1 
Incoll Garden City 9 N.Y. 9 1954.11 Po 29o 
SjTe.baj Opo cit., PPo l-6lo 
Literature and cultural heritageo-- The importance or 
. 11 
knowledge of our cultural heritage is emphasized by Jacobs when 
he says that it is the responsibility of the school to acquaint 
the child with bo-th old and new literature, giving him "broad and 
deep experience in reading rrom the besto" In the classirication 
of literature for filling children's ne·eds.~~ he also says that rolk 
tales give a child nooothe heritage of man's wishes and wisdom 
which is timeless.~~" through their time-honored plots.~~ common 
themes, and pure narra·ti ve o ,American folklore gives children a 
feeling for the spirit or our country and its symbols or might, 
bravery, kindness, and ingenuityo He concludes that literature 
presents the basic problems of human relations, and environmental 
and cultural problems for the child to grasp and understand bettero 
From these vicarious experiences a child should get new insights, 
making him .a better citize~o 
Means of determining interestso-- Since it has been recog-
nized that children's reeding interests and tastes do not 
necessarily agree with adult idees of what children should like, 
it has long been considered important to deter.mine ' pupils' read-
Y ing preferenceeo Cundiff states: 
"Ohildren•a reading interests depend upon many things, 
among which are the children's general intelligence; their 
growth and development in reading skillsJ their experiences 
at home, at ~ahool, and in their o"te1de world; 
l/Jacoba, Op. §)t, 39:16 ... 17. 
!/Ruth B. Ound1ff', 11 Ch.1ldron 1s Reading Interests ," Peabodz Journal 
of ~ucation (May, 1938), 2Sa2S9. 
:13 
their likes and dislikes; their environmentg rural or u-rban; 
their economic levell their supply of reading materialsj 
that is the availability of books~ their social age and sex .. " 
Various techniques have been employed to obtain this information 
such as : (1) questionnaires filled out by pupilsj (2) library 
surveys to determine the types of books children borrow; (3) read= 
ing materials submitted to children for grading according to 
choice1 (4) ballotin~ limited to stories within basal readers9 and 
(5) general surveys to determine what books children buy. 
·Ai far as can be ascertained there is no available ~trndard= 
ized test to determine the literary preferences of elementary 
grade childreno 
3o Reading Interests of Children 
Chanijs in p0pular children ws literatureo=- In 1924 9 Washburn 
and Vogel balloted 36 9 750 children from coast to coast.~~ repre= 
senting the major types and sizes of United States cities and 
towns o The ballots asked the author.~~ t .i tle -and publishe!'l of books 
voluntarily read by the children~ as well as their name 9 age and 
sex1 and their school 9 grade 9 and teachero In addition 9 the 
reader was required to check blocks which asked information regard= 
ing the difficulty of each book and his interest in each book. 
Space was provided for additional comments by the child. The 
information thus provided furnished material for a graded book list 
!/Carleton Washburne an~ ·Mabel Vogel 9 Wi nletka Graded Book List 9 
American Library Associftlon 9 Chi cago 9 19 6 9 PPo .5-286 .. 
for grades three' through ten. 
The types of books most predominant on this list are: fairy 
tales, legends and folklore, stories of children in other lands, y . y 
and animal stories. This is consistent with Viguers, who 
says: "the trend to collect folk tales from many countries ••• wa s 
gaining m6mentum, and everyyear of this decade [1920-1930] a 
' 'l 31 
number ot fine folk tale cJ llections appeared •••• " Viguers . 
further states tbB.t: ·"There was a predominance of modern fairy 
tales in this decade •••• " 
l!l 
Colburn, in 1930, compiled an annotated list of books most 
frequently chosen by children in grades four, five, and six over a 
three year period (1928-1930) in the Elementary School Library of 
the University of Chicago. This was essentially in agreement with 
SJ 
Washburne end Vogel who found that the predominant type of books 
are: fairy tales, legends and folklore, stories of children in y 
other lands, and animal stories. According to Colburn there is 
also a greet number of biographies chosen by the children. This is 
!/Washburne end Vogel, ~., PP• 58-129. 
£/Ruth Hill Viguers, "The Golden Age, 1920-1950," p. 433. A Critical 
History 6f Children's Literature, Cornelia Meigs, Editor, The 
Macmillan Company, New York, 1953. 
J/Viguers, Loco cit. 
h/Evengeline Colburn, A Librar for the Intermediate Grades, The 
University of Chicago, Chicago, 1930, PP• 37-1 • 
2/Carleton Washburne and Mabel Vogel, Opr cit., pp. 58-129, 
£/Evang~line Colburn, A Librer 
University of Chicago, Chicago, 
Grade , The 
1.5 
!I 
also consistent with Viguers.~~ who ~tates that "ooooforeign 
background stories appeared in large numbers until, by 1929, there 
was a long list of these books, many peopled with liviqg characters 
who made their unusual settings ~ctufl to American childreno" y 
Viguers can be still further quote~ when she says that: "Bio= 
graphical writing of this period was untouched by tren~s 9 and grew 
naturally without any hints of 9need" to be filled.9" 
.. .ll . 
In 1931-1932 9 Lazar made an iptensive study of 2,027 bright, 
average, and dull children.~~ 97 per c~nt of whom were iq the ten to 
twelve year age groupe Most of the pooks read were fiction, with 
:I' 
but a few biographies.. Adventure, mystery, and sports were favor= 
' ~· 
Lte_s__of , the boys; anq .. .s-t<>r:l.ehfof the: everyday lives of children 
wer~ faVor.i.:tes of the girls~o 
. 2.1 
Lazar goes on~ re~grt that, ~l~ugh the classics were 
well representedS> the qhil:dren also read fi gl"-eat deal Qf the series 
type book, mucP. Of whi-ch is COh--B~dered tr¥isb.y by 'eXperts • 
-w . . . 
Although Viguers claims that: "the period from 1920 to 1930 
,1Piguers, Op.o Cite, PP, 434=435o 
g/Viguers 9 Ibid .. .9 Po 435 • 
.J/May Lazar 9 Reading Interests." Activities 9 and Opportunities of 
Bright), Aver.ag~, And Dull Childr,n, Teachers College Contributions 
to Education 9 1lwnber 707 9 Teacqer.s College 51 Coll.lD'lbia University,~~ 
New York, 19379 PP• 1-127. 
k/Lazar 9 Ibid., Po 72 • 
.2/~z~~ S> ~· 9 ~ P! 81 e 
2/Viguers, ' Op. cito, Po 433o 
:16 
saw many new authors launched on their careers of' writing books 
which children ~ave claimed f'or their own and which have !jPt their 
places ef'f'ectively through these thirty yearsoooo"j Lazar is of' 
the opinion that: "Familiarity with newer trends in children's 
literature seemed to be lacki~o" 
A later study by Colbu~- is once more a compilation of' 
books in an annotated list of about 650 titles o As well as the 
31 1!1 
f'avorite subjects mentioned on her previous listj Colburn's 
1942 list indicates an increasing trend towards history 9 geography 9 
general science 9 biography!) a.nd currently published books. Like-
. . ~ 
wise 9 a list compiled by Witty and Coomer shows a. greater number 
of' more recently published bookso 
The ef'f'ect of' intelligence on reading interests.~~ In 1923 9 g 
Coy, a. pioneer in the study of' intelligence as it af'f'ects reading 
!/La.zar9 ~. 9 Po 96o 
g/Evangeline Colburn,\) Books and Libra.r 
Intermediate Grades,\) T~h~e~U~n~i~v~e~r~s~i~t~y~o~f~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
-pp-~ v-viii + 3=167 o 
J/Evangeline Colburnj A Library f'or the Intermediate Gradesj The 
University of Chicago 9 Chicagos 19309 PPo 37-124o 
..2/Paul Wittyj Reading in Modern Edueationj D. Co Heath and Companyj 
B·pston 9 1949.~~ Po 210o 
_2/GerJ.evieve Lo Coy9 The Intere.sts 12 .Abilities 2 and Achievement of'. a Special Class of G1f'ted Children9 Teachers College Contributions to 
Education,\) Number 131,\) Teachers Coll~ge 9 Columbia Univqrsity 9 New 
Yorkg 192.39 PP• 153 ... 154., ' 
interests~ compared the preferences of gifted children with those 
of average children o She found that the stories chosen by the two 
groups were prac ti ca l ly identicalo 
!I Huber stated that there is little discernable difference 
between the choic es in reading material of bright 9 average, and dull 
childreno She found that boys in both the average and bright groups 
chose information and adventure fictiono Gifted boys, however, read 
a much larger proportion of books of science.!) history ' and biography, 
than did those in the average groupo The girls in both groups 
selected stories of adventurep school 11 life and home, but the girls 
of the average group showed a greater liking for emotional· fiction 
than did the gifted girlse All four groups showed- interest' in 
animal stories and fair y taleso She also reports that dull children 
like humor less than do average and bright childreno y 
Norvell 9 in his study of secondary school children 11 agrees 
with Hubervs findingso 
3) 
Witty states "oooomentally dull children differ but slightly 
from mentally average and superior children in the types of reading 
material they f!e l ec to!' He adds that the gifted children 11 as well 
!/Miriam Bo Huber 9 The Influence of Intelligence upon Children's 
Reeding Interests 9 Teachers College Contributions to Education, 
Number 312!1 Teachers College 11 Columbia University 11 New York 11 1928, 
Pe 5e 
g/George Wo Norvells The Reading Interests of Young People, Do Co 
Heath and Company 9 Boston 9 1950 9 Po 2Bo 
J/Paul Wittys Reading in Modern Education9 D. c. Heath and Companys 
Bostonll 1949.9 Po 44o 
1_8 
as the average children, show little interest in books concerned 
with music, drama, and the fine arts. 
. ~ . 
Lazar reported that bright girls are interested in boys' 
. . . . . . . . ·· ·.\ ;-:·' 
books, and that dull boys are intere,sUCl in girls' books. Also, 
dull children mentioned titles of fairy tales more often than the 
average or bright ones. 
. y ~ :1horndike . undertook a comprehensive study to determine dif-
ferences in interests among bright and dull children. He intro-
duced a new technique by presenting an annotated fictitious title 
questionnaire to a group of 101 rapid learners and 107 slow learners 
in grades six through eight. Through checking preferences, Thorndike 
was able to compare interests. After studying the results of the 
te-st, he found tha-t slow children accepted childish titles concern-
ing talking animal stories, while bright children rejected them. 
However, he concluded that no marked differences in interest were 
shown by the bright and dull children. 
. 3.1 
Sex and reading interests.-- Witty states that fairy tales 
- . kl 
and animal stories a·ppeal to all children. Eaton, too, 
1/May Lazar, Op. c1 t., P• 44. 
,g/Robert L. Thorndike, and Florence ~enry, "Difference in Reading 
Interests Related to Differences in Sex and Intelligence Level," 
Elementary Scbool· Journal (June, 1940), 40:751-63~ 
J/Paul Witty, Reading inModern Bd11cation, :D. Ce Heath and Company, 
Boston, 1949, P• llO. 
JV.Anne Thaxter Be ton, Reading With C.hfldren, The Viking Press, 
New York, 1940, P• 65. 
, , :1 
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!I found ' this so. Harris believes this is true only until the age 
of eight or nine, and the t sex differences reveal themselves at 
this age. Boys enjoy adventure stories, biography, history, 
mystery tales, books about mechanics, invention, scienqe, and 
hobbies. Girls also like mystery and adventure, as well as 
?J 
stories of home, school and human interest. Johason reports 
that girls cheo~e storie~ gf ~gb~o1 1 ~~~ and Q~1ld~ep 1 ~~g~rd~ 
less of tne1~ grade level. A~b~tbnot iAdioatel thet ob1ld~en 
:from eight to adole~ooneo art into~eated in animal be:roe~, and 
JV adventurea~me pet atorio1. Olcott bel1evea tbat tno ago at 
wn1ch sex ~n1toata 1taelt in readins intereata varioe with the 
v individual, Zel1s•' st~dy anowod tbat boys nave no interest in 
girls' books, b~t g1I?a enjoyed booka written tor either aex. 
According to Jordan, the interests ot boys and girls are diesimw 
ilaro Boys from ten to thirteen years ot age are mainly 
!/Albert Jo Harris, How To Igcrease ~Reading Abilit% 1 Longmans, 
Green end Company, New Yorli, 195.3, P• 406. 
2/Lamar Johnson, "Children's Reading Interests as Related to 
!ex and Grade Level in School," Scb.ool Review (April, 19.32), 
40:257-272. . . 
J/May Hill Arbuthnot, Children and Book!, Scott Foresman end 
Company, Chicago, 1947, P• 28. 
u/Frances Jenkins Olcott, The Children'• ReadiQS• Houghton Mifflin 
Company, Boston, 1912 1 P• 72. 
5/Rose Zeliga, "what Sixth Grade Children Are Reading,"· 
llementary Englieh Review (November, 19.37), 14:257-262. 
6/Arthur M. Jordan, Cb.ildren'a Intereets in Reading, Bureau ot 
Publicationa1 Teachers College, ColWMbia University, New York, 1921, PP• 12t1•9• 
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interested in books concerned with war and scouting, with school 
and sports, with the Boy Scouts, and with strenuous adventure. 
Girls, however, prefer fiction which portrays the home or. school, 
and fairy stories. y 
A study by Gray and Monroe lists reading interest$,. accord-
ing to ag~ and sex. The following sre interests of boys: : - (ages 
6=7=8) fairytales~ animals, nature; (age 9) animals, daily life~ 
history Bible stories; (age 10) scouting, biography, school sports, 
history, how to make things; (age 11) travel, mystery, war, adven-
ture~ biographies of men. The girls (ages 6-7~8-9) enjoyed: 
nature, fairy tales, animals; those age ten chose home, school, 
daily life, fairy tales, myths, fables, Bible stories, biography; 
and those age eleven preferred daily life, adventure, animals, 
travel, nature, biography, mystery, war, and love. 
.. y 
Research by Roberts shows that boys like to read about 
people of the past, invention and discovery. However, girls .favor 
tales of fun and fancy. Both girls and boys like an~al, mystery, 
and detective stories. Little interest was shown in the surround= 
ing world or in pleasures and pastimes. Here again, as in many of 
the above studies, boys showed no interest in girls' books, although 
. y 
girls liked boys' books. Witty and Kopel ~ind that, "girls 
1J'William S.; Gray and Ruth Monroe, Reading Interests and Habits of 
Adults, Macmillan Company, New York, 1930, PP• 108-114. 
g/Phyllis Roberts, An Investigation of the Reading Interests of 
Middle Grade Children, .unpublished master 1 s thesis, Boston 
University, 1949, PP• 70-73· 
3./Paul Witty and David . Kopel, Readin~ and the E<Jucative Process, 
Ginn and Company, Boston, 193~, P• 2 • ' 
usually read more books than boys, but boys appear to have a 
somewhat wider range of interesto" 
4o Criteria for Test Construction 
E:fficiency of multiple choice i terns o ... ~ A ·good test must 
2:1 
measure what it purports to measure. It must do this acc~~ately 
and consistently 9 ~nd in so doing 9 it mus~ be fair to tbe _Btudents~ 
According to1n:any sources, the oi;>Jec:t.iv.e test., and more specifi~ 
callJ" 9 the multipl.e~cho,ice_ exerci$e 9 is the most efficient instrumento 
.!1 
According to Gerberich: "Mul tiple=choice items are of the 
selection or recognition type, inasmuch as possible answers from 
which the pupil chooses the one he will give are put before himo 
As from three to five possible answers or options are used, the 
y J! 
choice is multipleo" Michaels and Karnes 9 Bean, and Ross and 
!J/ Stanley all offer approximately the same definitiono 
~ 
Ross and Stanley state that the multiple-choice test is 
usually regarded as the most valuable and generally applicable of 
§./ 
all test formso Lee regards it as "one of the best means of 
~illiam Jo Michaels and Mo Ray Karnes, Measuring Educational 
Achievement 11 McGraw=Hill Book Company, New York, 1950 9 Po 160 • 
.J/Kenneth L. Bean, Construction of Educational and Personnel 
Tests, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York, 19S3 9 Po 53., 
&/Co Co Ross and Julian c. Stanley, Measurement In Today 1 s 
Schools, Prentice-Hall, Inc., New Yorkll 1954, Po 179. 
2./Co ·Co Ross and Julian Co Stanley, .!..!U&oj) Po 180. 
6/J. Murray Lee, ! Guide to Measurement In Secondary Schools, Do 
Appleton=Century9 Inco 9 New York, 1936 9 P• 379o 
1/ 
testing judgment that is available •. !' · Lindquist asserts that it 
is of far greater valu.e than other types for measuring such educa-
e tional objectives as "inferential reading, reasoned understanding! 
or sound judgment and discrimination on the part of the pupil .. " y 
Cronbach considers it as being free from response sets, the 
tendency for those taking such a test to select a given option 
position more often than would be predicted on chance alone .. 
· y 
Bean maintains that it is perhaps the mol!lt valuable tool in 
objective testing, with one of its principal advantages the wide 
variety of materials which can be readily used in test form.. How-
ever, he maintains that it is of.ten of interest and value to know 
how an individual expresses himself, and it is here one f'inds the 
· limi ta tiona of the multiple-choice f'orm. 
Another source which confirms the superiority of ·the 
multiple-choice test as one of the most valuable types that can be 
. !ll 
incorporated in a written test is Micheels and Karnes. They 
state that the advantages of such a test are manifold. It can be 
!/Herbert Hawkes, B. F. Lindquist and c. R • .Mann, The .Construction 
and Use of Achievement Examinations, Houghton-Mifflin Company, 
Boston, 1936, P• 138. 
,g/Lee J. Cronbach, 11Fu.rther Evidence on the Response Sets and Test 
Designs," Educational and Psychological Measurement (Spring, 19.50), 
10:3-31 .. 
J/Bes.n, .Opo c 1 t .. , P• '-05. 
•: 
h/Michee1s and Karnesr Op. eit., PP• ~1;-180. 
designed "to measure effectively a student's ability to int~rpretg 
discr~inate, select and make application of things learned," as 
4lt well as "to measure understanding, juqgment and inferential reason-
ing abilityo" It c~n be useful in determining "what one can recog-
nize which represents a much wider field than what one can recall." 
v Michaels and Karnes also point out that the familiar form is less 
likely to lead to cpnfusion. 
Problems in .test construction.-- The chief problem in con-
structing multiple-choice exercises, according to Lindquist, 
gj 
"ooo'-S to express a question or problem clearly in the item stem, 
.to phrase the correct response defens!bly and to find attractive 
distractors which will permit the j,.tem to discriminate between 
those who have and those who will lack the achievement involved." 
The foregoing authors stress the fact that many test ma~ers do not 
use the multiple-choiee item properly.. The§ build the items to 
test memorization rather than a·p-pli~st,.on. It is- easy ·~ also .fqr the 
' 
test~maker to include more than one option that can be marked 
correctlyo 
.ll 
Format of the multiple-choice test.-- Lindquist suggests 
that for tests having items of varying length, one should select 
an arrangement that is best suited to the m'-jority of the items. 
1/Micheels and · Karnes, ~ ill.!_ 
gjEo Fo Lindquist, Editor, Educational Measurement, American 
Council on Education, Washington, n·.c., 1951·, p. 211 • 
.J/Eo Fo Lindquist, Editor, Educational Mea urement, American 
Council on Education, Washington, D.C., 19 1, PP• 431-436. 
There should be a uniform spatial pattern so that one Qan clearly 
c1•t1nsu.1ab. tbe oboioea from tb.e atem and from each. other, He 
ola1ma tb.at Arabic nwnoralt and capital. lettera are oocaaionall;r 
'},/ . . 
emplored, lean . maintain• tb.at tb.e oboioea ma7 be lettered or 
nwmbered, He 1171 tb.at for eaae of reading, beginning each. cb.oice 
on I new line aeems better than running all the ChOiCII together. 
For comparison with. other choices a quick location of each choice 
is desirable. The punctuation may vary, but the simplest appears 
to be the best • 
. Building multiple choice items.-- Most sources give a nllmber 
' . . . . . 
of pointers to observe for building a multiple-choice test. 
- y . 
Mlcb.eels end Karnes offer the following suggestions for use in 
construe ting mal tiple-choice items: 
1. The stem of the item should contain a central problem. 
2. The item should be practical and realistic. 
3. The stated problem should be specific, clear, and as 
brief as possible. 
4. · Illustrations are sometimes useful in presenting the 
central problem. 
5o Have at least four, and preferably five, answers 
(choices). 
6o Include no responses that are obviously wrong. 
7. · ~void inclusion of -irrelevant clues. 
· 8. Place choices at the end of the incomplete statement • 
.!/Bean, ~Opo cit c~, P• -$3. 
!/Micheels and Karnes- Op. cit •. , P• 193. 
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9. List each choice on a separate line. 
10. When choices include series of figures, put these in 
order. 
11. Scatter the correct responseso 
l2o When a negative response is desired, be sure to make 
this clear. 
13. Do not use the multiple-choice item if a simpler type 
suffices. 
y' 
Bean presents these rules for writing the multiple-choice items: 
"1. 
2. 
10. 
11. 
The correct choic$ should usually be about the same in 
length as the distractors, not consistently longer or 
shorter. 
The correct choice must be different from the distraetors 
consistently in meaning only, with no superficial verbal 
clues. 
If an item depends in any way upon the preceding one, 
neither must reveal the answer to the other. 
Answers should follow a random pattern. 
There should be a clear central problem in each question. 
Wording should be as concise as possible without failing 
to explain each important point clearly. 
Information given in the premise must be complete enough 
to make one answer justifiable. 
Distractors must be plausible. 
Vocabulary should be appropriate to the group for which 
the test is intended. 
Facts called for should be useful ones. 
Avoid confusing construction." 
?J 3.1 
For the most part, Lindquist, Greene, 1!1 and Ross and Stanley 
furnish similar lists for building multiple-choice items. 
1/Bean, Op. cit., PP• 62 ... 75. 
,g/E. F. Lindqu-ist, Editor, Educational Measurement, American 
Council on Education, Washington, D.Ce, 1951, - pp. 229-239 • 
.lfHarry A. Greene, Albert N. Jorgenson and J. Raymond Gerberich, 
Measurement and Evaluation in the Elementa. School, Longmans, 
Green and Company, New York, 19 3, PP• 192-193. 
!!/Ross and Stanley, Op. cit., pp. 184""~186. 
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• CHAPTER III 
THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE SURVEY 
lo The Problem and Means of Solution 
The problem.=- The procedure of this study was directed toward 
the solution of this problem: are the children in the intermediate 
grades of the public schools familiar with "the classics"? There 
are three parts to this problem: (1) how well acquainted are the 
children in all three intermediate grades; (2) how do the children 
in the three different grades compare with each other; and (3) how 
do the boys compare with the girlso 
Themeans of solutiono-- Research into tests and measurements 
brought the writers to the conclusion that a literature survey in 
the form of a multiple choice test would be the most practicable 
and convenient means of determining the children's knowledge of the 
classics e 
2o The Materials of the Study 
Consultation of a~thoritieso-- The first step in the construe~ 
tion of the survey was to consult various sources in order to deter-
mine who are the authorities in the field of children's literature, 
• snd to discover what is meant by the term "elaas'ic o" Books compiled 
by the following authorities formed the primafy basis for selection 
27 
y' 
of books used y in the survey: Haviland and others; Arbuthnot and 31 v 
others; the 
21 Jordan; and 
Enoch Pratt Free Library; World Book Company; §/ . $r.mstrong and others., It is interesting to note 
that only three of the lists are forthright enough to include the 
word "classics" in their titles: the others merely labeled the 
books as good ones. 
Comparison of lists.,-- The two Enoch Pratt lists were combined 
and considered as a single list as they were for two different age 
groups, both within the scope of this _ surveyo -The r~f~lting six 
lists were compared, end the books common to at least three of them 
were compiled in a master list.. This list was then reviewed to see 
if it contained books common to three out of five lists., The total 
thus gained was considered insufficient for the purposes of the 
survey, so a new comparison was madeo 
1/Virginia Haviland and othersg 100 Best Books for Children.P 
McCall Corporation,!) New York, 19569 PPo 18o 
g/May Hill .Arbuthnot and others, Children's Books Too Good to Miss 9 
The Press of Western Reserve Universityll · Clevelandll 1953 9 pp., 6lo 
J/Enoch Pratt Free Library, The Classics for Children 9 Enoch Pratt 
Free Library 9 Baltimore 9 1955.!1 PPo 3o Also 9 Steps Along the Way 9 
19529 PPo 7o 
k/Field Enterpriseall Inc.,, "Literature for Children9" (reprint) pp., 
4502=4530 9 The World Book Encyclopedia, Field Enterprises 9 Inco 9 
Chicago.P 1949o 
2./Alice M., Jordan,~~ Children's Classics, The Horn Book, Inc.,, 
Boston, 1947, PPo 1 o 
~Helen ~., Armstrong and others.~~ Modern Classics.P ~ree Library of 
Philadelphia, Philadelphia, 1956r pp., 11., : 
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The list entitled Modern Classics was set aside to be 
considered by itselfo It became evident that the books on this list 
were not generally common to tne others because they were all recently 
publishedo However, this list was not discarded: it seemed important 
to include more recent books as well as those that have maintained 
popularity for a long timeo This list was compiled by a well known 
library end contained, according to its title$ only modern classics: 
this was considered justifica~ion for using the list by itselfo 
Selection of bookso=- All the books common to the lists of g; J/ 
Haviland and others 9 Arbuthnot and others.~~ and the Enoch Pratt 
.kl 
Free Library were compiledo These three lists were chosen because 
they had more books in common than did a.ny of the otherso From 
these three lists a total of 31 books was gatheredo This was about 
half the number of books to be included in the surveyo 
Next, the same three lists and that compiled by the World Book 
21 Company were consultedo Those titles common to two of the three y 
first lists and also appearing on the World Book Company list 
were selectedo This resulted in another 15 books.~~ or 46 altogethero 
.!/Armstrong and others 9 Op. cito 
g/Haviland and others 9 Opo cito 
J/Arbuthnot and others 9 Opo c'ito 
!l/Enoch Pratt Free Library, Opo .cito 
2/Field Enterprises, !nco, 0Po cito 
YField Enterprises, !nco, Opo cito 
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Of the remaining 14 books, six were picked at random from !r.mstrong 
y' 
and others' list of modern classics. This brought the total books 
selected to 52e 
Selections other than from lists.""- The remaining eight books 
in the survey were added from libr,ry polls and the writers' 
choices. First, a poll of local libraries was taken to discover 
what books had a high circulation rate. The following libraries 
were polled: Boston Public (Central) Library; Boston Public 
(Brighton) Branch Library; Cambridge Public Library; Lynn Public 
Library; Newton Boys' and Girls' Library; Waltham Public Library; 
• 
and Waltham Public (South Bra.nch) Library. This poll provided 
another four books for the li~t. 
Finally, the writers considered the .56 books compiled from 
authorities' lists and library polls, ~nd then chose four mo~e 
books which they felt were important. These were books wb,icq: made 
an impression on the writers in their youth, ~nd which appeared on 
some of the foregoing lists. The~e were ~ncluded in spite of their 
not being common to enough lists to be valid selections otherwise. 
Thus 60 books were selected on which to build a survey instrument. 
· The resulting list~-- The following list contains the titles 
~ncluded in the survey. They are grouped according to their basis 
of sale etion. y 
Books common to the lists of Haviland and others, Arbuthnot 
!/Armstrong and others, Op. cit. 
g/Haviland and others, Op. cit. 
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and others~ and Enoch Pratt Free Library: 
lo Aesop's Fables 
e 2 o Alcott~ Louisa Mo, Little Women 
3o Andersen~ Hans Christian, It's Per.fectly True a:nd Other Stories 
4o Atwater, Richerd~ Mro Popper's Penguins 
7.o- Clemens, . Samuel~ Tom Sawyer 
8o Collodi 9 Co~ The Adventures o.f Pinoc.chio 
9o Dahl, Curtisll The Arabian Nights 
lOo Daugherty; James~ Daniel Boone 
~lo Defoe, Daniel, The Life and Adventures of Robinson Crusoe 
12o Dickens, Charles, A Christmas Carol 
13o Edmonds, Walter D.o, The Matchlock Gun 
14o Forbes, Esther~ Johnny Tremain 
1.5o Grahame 9 Kenneth ~ Wind in the Willows 
16o Gray, Elizabe.th, ~ 
17o Grimm Brothers, Grimms' Fairy Tales 
18o James, Will, Smoky 2 the ·cowhorse · 
19o Kipling, Rudyard, The Jungle Book 
20o Lawson, Robert, , Rabbit Hill 
2lo McCloskey, Robert, Homer Price 
!/Arbuthnot and others, Ope.. cit., 
g/Enoch Pratt Free Library, 0Po .cito 
22. Milne~ !o · A., Winnie the Pooh 
2)o Potter, Bea trix, The Tale of Peter Rabbit 
24o Pyle, Howard, The Merr;:z: Adventures of Robin Hood 
25o Seredy, Kate~ The Good Master 
26o Sperry, Armstrong, Call It Courage 
27o Spyri, Johanna, Heidi 
28. Stevenson, Robert Louis, Treasure Island 
29o Stong, Phil , Honk the Moose 
30. Travers, Po L., Mary Poppins 
3lo Wilder, Laura Ingalls, Little House in the Big Woods 
Books common to two of the three above lists and also on that 
!I 
of the World Book Company~ 
32o Carroll, Lewis , Alice's Adventures in Wonderland 
33. Dodge, Mary Mapes , Hans Brinker 2 or the Silver Skates 
34o Enright , Elizabeth, The Saturdays 
35., Estes, Eleanor , The Moffats 
36o Field , Rachel, Hitty~ Her First Hund.red Years 
37. Fl~~k , Marjorie, and Kurt Wiese, The Story About Ping 
38o Gates , Doris, Blue Willow 
39., Hunt , Mabel Lee , Little Girl With Seven Names 
40o Lattimore g Eleanor Frsnces g Little Pear 
4lo Leaf, Munroe, The Story of Ferdinand 
42., Lewis , Elizabeth Foreman , Young Fu of the Upper Yangtze 
!/Field Enterprises, Inc. , Opo cit. 
43~ Rawlings, M'rjorie Kinnan, The Yearling 
44~ Ruskin, John, The King of the Golden River 
45~ Seuss, The odor, The ,200 Hats of Bartholomew 
46. Thurber, James, Man;y Moons 
Books selected at random from Armstrong and 
modern classics: 
47. De La Mare, Walter, Mr •. Bumps and His Monkey 
Gubbins 
others' 
48. Felton, Harold W., Pecos Bill, Texas Cowpuncher 
49o Jones, Eli~abeth Orton, Twig 
50. Knight, Eric, Lassie Come Home 
51. Lenski.l' Lois, The Strawberr;y Girl 
52. Stevena, James, Paul Bun;yan 
Books selected from the writers' library poll: 
53 .. Lofting, Hugh, The Story of Doctor Dolittle 
54" Montgomery, Lucy, Anne Of Green Gables 
55. Salten, Felix.l' Bambi 
56. Vhite.l' E. B., Charlotte's Web . 
Books or ~tories selected by the writers: 
57. Burnett, Frances Hodgson, The Secret Garden 
58~ Farley, Walter, The Black Stallion 
59. Irving, Washington, "Rip Van Winkle" 
60. Sewell.l' Anna, Black Beauty 
YArmstrong and othersll Qp .• cit. 
y 
list of 
3o The Construction of the Pildt: Instrument 
Composing test itemse-- After selecting these 60 books or · 
steries, the group read or re-read the books and built test items on 
themo Books were assigned to teamso The list was divided arbitra-
rilyo 
Each member of the team composed four test items on each book 
or story he reado Two of these items were to be of a general 
nature; and two, specific. Insofar as possible, the items were 
intended to cover different aspects of the story: action, setting 
character, and mood. Simple, short stories like Aesop's fables or 
Andersen's fairy tales did not have enough scope for such a variety 
of questions. 
Selection of itemso-- There were eight items composed for each 
book or storyo To select those to be included on the test, the 
writers met as a group and chose the best two, one general and one 
specifics In this way it was hoped that the child who read only to 
grasp the whole story and the child who read only for details would 
each have a chance to answer an item correctly as he was familiar 
with the story. 
Division into alternate forms.-- After selecting two test 
items for each of the 60 books, it became apparent that one test 
of 120 items would be too long. Therefore, it was decided to 
~ divide the test into two alternate forms, each composed of 60 
items on 31 books on stories. 
• 
• 
• 
With two exeeptions, there are two items per book on each 
testo Aesop's Fables and Andersen's Fairy Tales are both used on 
each form, with only .one item per teat for each of theme These 
two books were included on both foma because their content did 
not permit one general end one specific question on one story. 
This method of dividing the items seemed preferable to having 
one item on each test form for ell of the 60 books or stories: 
the .purpose of having two items per book was to give the child 
a fairer chance. 
Discovering the source of the child's knowledge&-- After 
some consideration~ it was decided that it was not possible in 
the scope o! this survey to attempt to discover how the child 
became acquainted with the various stories; and that it was 
sufficient that the child knew the story. 
Balancing the forma.~- To make the two forms of the test 
comparable, the writers attempted to pair the books and place 
corresponding books on alternate forms. Table 1 shows the 
list of books and stories as divided for the purpose of making 
two comparable forms~ A. and B • 
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Table 16 Books and Stories Included in Form A and B 
Respectively for Pilot Test 
Item Number 
(1) 
1 and 2ooooeoe 
3 and 4<>ooooeo 
5 and 6 6 o o o o o o 
7 and Boooo ooe 
9 and 106oooo6 
11 and 12ooooo 
13 and 14 o o o o ., 
15 and 16 o . ., o o 6 
1 7 and 18ooooo 
19 and 20 o o o o o 
21 and 22oc>o oe 
23 and 24 o o o o o 
25 and 26 o ., o ., • 
27 and 28oooeo 
29 and 30ooooo 
31 and 32ooooo 
33 and 34 o .. o o o 
35 and 36 u o o o 
37 and 38 .. o o o o 
3 9 and 4 0 o o o o o 
41 and 42ooooo 
43 and 44ooooo 
45 and 46ooooo 
47 and 48ooooo 
4 9 and 50 o o o o " 
51 and 52eoooo 
Title on Form A 
(2) 
Little Women 
Honk the Moose 
The Tale of Peter Rabbit 
Treasure Island . 
' 
Alice's Adventures in 
Wonderland 
Finocchio 
Penn 
LaSsie Come Home 
The Black Stallion 
Young Fu of the Upper 
Yangtze 
~~ul Bunyan 
Many Moon!! 
The Moffats 
Caddie Woodlawn 
Blue Willow 
Tom Sawyer . 
The SOO Hats of 
Bartholomew Gubbins 
Little Pear 
Mr., Popper 9 s Penguins 
Wind in the Willows 
Grimms 9 Fairy Tales 
"Rumpelstiltskin11 
The Good Master 
Robin Hood 
The Secret Garden 
Mary Poppins 
Winnie the Pooh 
(concluded on n•xt page) 
~ 
Title on Form B 
{3) 
Heidi 
Rabbit Hill 
The Story About 
Ping 
Th~ Life and Adven-
tures or Robinson 
Crusoe 
Peter Pan 
Rip Van Winkle 
Daniel Boone 
Black Beauty 
Sliloky2 the Cow-
horse 
Hans Brinker, or 
the ' Silver Skates 
Pecos Bill 
The Story of 
Ferdinand 
The Saturdays 
Little House in 
the Big Woods 
The Strawberry 
Girl 
Joiirini' Tremain 
Little Girl with 
Seven Names 
Twig 
Doctor Dolittle 
Charlotte's Web 
The King of' the 
Golden River 
The Yearling 
Arabian Nights 
Ann of Green Gables 
mH 
\ 
Table 1., (concluded) 
Item Number 
(1) 
.53 and .54 o u .o 
.5.5 and .56ooooo 
.57 and .58ooooo 
59ooo o oo oo o o oo 
60 0 0 () 0 0 0 0 CJ 0 0 0 0 
Title on Form A 
(2) 
.Mr., Bumps and His Monkey 
The Jungle Book 
The Matchlock Gun 
Aesop's Fables 
Andersen's Fairy Tales 
"The Ugly Duckling" 
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Ti tl.e on Form B 
(3) 
Call It Courage 
A Christmas Carol 
Homer Price 
Ae-sop 1 s Fables 
Andersen's Fairy 
Tales . 
"The Tinder Box" 
Exceptions in balancing., ~= The two Andersen fairy tales 
included in the survey are exceptions to the writers' attempt to 
balance the items on the alternate forms of the test., In this 
instance , one well known tale ,\) "The Ugly Duckling," and one less 
well known ta t e 9 "The Tinder Box," were contrasted., "The Ugly 
Duckling" ha s been televised and filmed, which should have made it 
f amiliar to many children who had not read any of Andersen's fairy 
ta l e s ., On the other hand ll "The Tinder Box" is a story which the 
c hil d is likely to have met in book form only., The writers wished 
to see wha t difference there would be in correct responses to the 
item on "The Ugly Duc kling" and the one on "The Tinder Box.," Thus 
there was a deliberate imbalance in the probable popularity or 
the s e two stories 9 although they are both tales by the same author., 
The format.,- = The format was in part determined by researchp 
and in part by the nature or the survey itselfo The test conta i ns 
60 multiple choice items on each form» and four choices per \ tam., 
Four choices seemed to be the optimum number; more would have been 
confusing; and fewer would not have perm! tted enough distrac tors. 
The writers did not wish to make the test appear too long, and so 
attempted to -get as much as possible on each page without crowding 
the 1 tems. 
There are two items per book, and it seemed desirable to 
include the title of th-e a tory or book with each :i. tem. The most 
efficient way to accomplish this, was to center the title of the 
book or story and have the two items pertaining to it side by aide 
below. The choices were listed in single columns directly below 
the item to which they pertained. This layout allowed five books, 
or ten items per page. This format was followed on all but the 
last page of each test form. The format of the last page was the 
same as that of the others except for the last two items, numbers 
59 and 60. Each of these referred to a different story and wa~, 
so labeled. 
Instructions and explanation.-- Instructions, including a 
brief explanation of the survey and a sample question, are on the 
front page of every test. To eliminate confusion, the instruction 
page is the same for both forms of the s~vey and they may thus be 
given concurrently in the same classroom. There is also an explA-
nation and instruction page for the teacher. ·A brief questionnaire 
was attached to the teacher's instruction page. 
The pilot test,-- In its final form, the test consists of two 
alternate forms. Each has the same cover page wit~ a brief 
explanation of purpose and instructions for taking the test. 
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Following this is the test itself. The test consists of six pages, 
each with ten items per pageo A copy of each form of the test, 
and of the teacher's instruction sheet and questionnaire, are to 
be found in the Appendix. 
The advisability of a pilot study.-- No two books are 
exactly comparable& Although the writers tried to make the two 
forms of the test comparable in difficulty and range of books or 
storiesi they could not be certain that this was soo Thereforei 
it seemed advi,'aable to run a pilot studyo It was hoped that this 
study would reveal any gross differences between the two forms, or 
other shortcomings. The pilot study was run in one class each of 
grades fouri five and six in one school in a community suburban 
to Boston. 
4. The Construction of the Final Test 
The pilot test was administered to eighty-five children in 
one fourth, one fifth, and one sixth grade. The tests were 
corrected and tabulated ac·cording to the number correct and the 
number incorrect per itemo The WPiters carefully inspected each 
page of the test to determine where the greatest number of 
incorrect responses fello As a result of this examination 9 
certain pages were interchanged between the two forms in order to 
bring about a greater equality. 
Since it was the major purpose of this study to determine 
which of the books that were chosen by the authorities were known 
3 9 
by the children, it was arbitrarily decided to retain all the 
items from the pilot teat to be used in the final studyo 
It is evident, therefore, that the final form of the test 
differs from the initial test only in the arrangement of the 
items in order to get equated formso 
So The Administration of the Final Test 
The final test was administered to two hundred and fifty-
five children randomly selected from areas adjacent to Boston. 
·In total, it was administered to nine class rooms, three fourth, 
three fifth, and three sixth gradeso 
Each teacher was given enough tests for her class, half of 
which were Form A and half were For.m Bo In this way the writers 
were sampling both forms in the same classroomo 
The two hundred and fifty-five tests were corrected and 
subjected to an item analysis, so that as a result of this studyg 
a test in literature has bern validated for fqture research useo 
CHAPTER IV 
THE ANALYSIS OF DATA 
CHAPTER IV 
THE ANALYSIS OF DATA 
This study has a two fold purpose. -In the first place the 
writers wished to determine which boolf:s listed as the most 
familiar of children's "classics" were best known by children. 
Since it was necessary to develop a survey test in litera-
ture to accomplish the above purpose, the writers decided to 
refine and evaluat~ a test of children's literature. 
The analysis of the data is divided into four sections. 
~hese sections concern the~selves wit~ the Pilot Study, the Final 
Study, Sex Differences, and Grade Level Differences. 
Table 2. Mean and Standard Deviation of Total Population on 
'Pilot Test 
Form Number ,.Range Mean 
~ll (2} (Jl Ui l 
Aooooo 43 6-36 23.75 
Boooee 42 5-34 16.00 
S.D. 
~~l 
7.15 
7.00 
An -examination of the"-a-bove table shows that the mean for 
Form B was much ~lower than for Fdrm A ~nd the two forms are not 
equalo Since tbe total possible number of correct responses was 
60, it is ap_paren-t that many o·r the ·ttems tested were unknown. 
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Table 3. Mean and Standard Deviation for Boys on Pilot Teat. 
Form Number Range . Mean S.D. 
(1) (2) (3) (41 (51 
Aoeoooo ·oee 25 7-31 22.80 7.28 
B •• o o o • -• -• --• 18 5-34 18.00 9.63 
The mean for For.m A of 22.80 is 4.80 higher than the mean for 
Form B, showing again that the forms ~re not equal. 
Table 4• Mean and Standard Deviation for Girls on Pilot Test 
For.m Number Range Mean 
(ll (2l t~l ~~ l 
Aooooooee ·• 18 6-36 24.00 
Boo -oeooo ·oo 24 6-30 15.50 
The forms are again unequal in terms of the means for the 
girls. 
Table 5. Mean and Standard Deviation for Individual Grades on 
Form A of Pilot Test 
Grade Nwnber Range Mean 
(ll ~21 ~jl ~~ l 
4ooooooooo 16 6-30 17.30 
5oooooooe• 15 10-32 21.80 
6eoooooo ·• ·• 12 16-36 26.~ 
S.D. 
[21 
7.00 
5.85 
S.D. 
~21 
7.95 
6.oo 
4.60 
.An exe.minetion of the m~ans obtai,ned in the 4th, 5th end 
6th grades shows a ~efinite ~tep-up in score between grades. 
Table 6. Mean and Standard Deviation for Individual Grades on 
form B of Pilot Te~t 
Grade Number Ran,ge Mean S.D. 
[ll ~2} ljl {~ l ~~l 
4ooooooooo 14 5-19 12.00 6.00 
. 5ooooooooo 13 12~34 19.50 5.95 
6 o ·o o o o o o o o 15 7-29 22.30 7.90 
An ex~minetion of th~ m'en score~ obtained on Form B shows e 
I 
definite step-up in score between grades. 
Table 7 o Rank Order of Difftcul ty Reported·' in Number end Per . Cent 
for Total Population on FormA of PilotS~udy 
Item Number 
{1) 
5 
9 
l,3 
60 
ll 41 45 
:J-6 
7 
21 
4.2 46 
· a 
lG-
'' Number of 
Correct Ee~ponses 
(2) . 
39 
39 
38 
36 
35 
34 
34 
33 
31 
31 
31 
30 
~. 
((!on tinued--ob~. t~~ag.e) 
Per Cent 
_(j) 
90o70 
90.70 
88.37 
83.72 
81.40 
79.07 
79.07 
76.74 
72.09 
72.09 
72.·09 
69.77 
67.44 
60.47 
Table 7o (cpntinued) 
Item Nilinber 
NUlllber of 
Correct Responses 
(1) (2) .,; 
6 25 
1 23 
17 21 
30 20 
36 20 
47 20 
54 20 
31 18 
4 17 
12 17 
18 16 
27 15 
32 15 
2 14 
35 14 
24 13 
33 13 
53 13 
57 13 
59 13 
44 12 
15 11 
14 10 
26 10 
40 10 
so 10 
48 9 
23 8 
25 8 
39 8 
55 8 
3 7 
49 7 
51 7 
38 6 
43 6 52 6 
37 4 
58 3 
34 3 
19 2 
(concluded on next page) 
43 
Per. -Cent 
(3) 
58~l4 
53~49 
48.84 
46.51 
46.51 
46.51 
46.51 
41.86 
39.53 
39.·53 
37.21 
34.88 
34.88 
32.56 
32.56 
30.23 
30.23 
30.23 
30.23 
30.23 
27.91 
25.58 
23~26 
23.26 
23.26 
23.26 
20.93 
18.60 
18.60 
18.60 
18.60 
16~· 28 l' -?8 1'6!28 
13.95 
13.95 
13.:95 
9.30 
6.98 
6.98 
4.65 
Table 7. (concluded) 
Item Number 
(1} 
56 
22 
28 
20 
29 
Number 'of 
Correct Respqnses 
I I 
' ' (2) 
2 
l 
1 
0 
0 
Per , cent 
{3) 
4.65 
2.33 
2.)) 
o.oo 
o.oo 
The first ten items on the table were the easiest items and 
for the most part were general questionsg 
The last ten items are the most difficult. Seven of these 
were based on specific information.-
Table 8o Rank Order of Difficulty Reported in NumbeJ;i and -Pe:r cent 
for Total Population on Form B of Pilot Study 
Item Number 
Numbs¥ .of 
CoiT.ect Re-sp.G-ns-e-s 
{1) 
9 
10 
2 
32 
31 
7 
23 
21 
13 
37 
1 
6 
11 
39 
(2} 
31 
36 
32 
31 
29 
26 
23 
21 
20 
20 
18 
18 
18 
17 
(continued ~n next page) 
Pef Cent of 
Corre~t R'sportses 
·88.10 
e.5.7l 
76.19 
73.84-
69.05 
61.90 
54.76 
50.0Q 
47.62 
47.64 
42.86 
42.86 
42.86 
40o47 
Table 8 o (.continued) 
Item Number 
(1) 
4 
3.5 
.51 
.56 
42 
12 
16 
60 
24 
44 
55 
20 
22 
so 
.5 
1.5 
26 
28 
40 
48 
59 
29 
.54 
57 
' 8 
30 
58 
14 
34 
41 
17, 
33 
46 
52 
53 
-.3 
36 
45 
-47 
18 
27 (concluded 
Number of 
Correct Respon~e~ 
:' '.~ 
(2). 
16 
16 
16 
16 
14 
13 
13 
13 
12, 
12 
12 
ll 
11 
11 
10 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
8 
e 
8 
7 
7 
7 
6 
6 
6 
5 
5 
5 
.$ 
!) 
~ 
-4 
' .3 on n~xt page) 
45 
Pe~· Cent 
Correct Responses 
{3) 
38o10 
38ol0 
38.10 
38o10 
33oJ3 
31o9.5 
31o9.5 
31o 9$ 
28o.57 
28o.57 
28.57 
26.19 
26.19 
26.19 
23o81 
2lo43 
2lo43 
2lo43 
2lo43 
2lo43 
2lo43 
19.0.5 
19.05 
19oOS 
16.67 
16.67 
16.67 
l4o29 
14o29 
14.29 
11.90 
11o90 
llo90 
11.90 
11.90 
9 • .52 
9o$Z 
9o.52 
-· 9.52 
7~14 
--. 7~14 . 
Table 8-. (concluded) 
Item Number 
(1) 
38 
49 
19 . 
25 
43 
Number of 
Gorrec t -Re-sponse~ 
I 
(2l ? 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
c 
Pe$ Cent of 
ebrre-e t B~sponses 
(3) 
Out of the first ten items on the above table, seven were 
general questions, or the que-stions that were-- easiest. 
The same is true o~ the last ten items,w~ich are the moat 
difficult. 
Table 9. Rank Order of Difficulty.. Reported in Number and Per~ eent 
for Total Boys and T~tal Girls on Fprm 4 ot Pilot Study 
. ' Boys -(25) Girls (18) 
Number of Pe-r.:- ¢a:h t ;.; of --Nt\mber -or --- P~r .- cen.t . ..or 
Item Correct Correct Item -C.ci>:rrect Correct 
Number Responses Respohaes Number Re . spons e s Responses 
~ll ,(21 {Jl -(-~ l I~l ~~1 
13 23 92.00 5 17 94.44 
45 23 92.00 9 17 94.44 
5 22 88.00 11 17 94.44 
9 22 88.oo 60 15 83.33 
16 21 84.00 13 15 83.33 
60 21 t34 .oo 6 14 77.78 
7 20 80.00 41 .. 14 77.78 
41 20 eo.oo 42 :: 14 77.78 
46 20 eo.oo +6 : 
' ' 
12 66.67 
8 19 76.oo 21 12 66.67 
21 19 76oOO 7 11 61.11 
11 18 72.00 10 11 61.11 
42 17 68.00 4$ 11 61.11 (continued n~xt p~ge} ' on 
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Table 9. (continued) 
Boys -t25) Girls (18) 
Number of Per Cent of Numbe:r or Per Cent 
Item Correct Correct Item Co'Itreot of Correct 
Number Respona es Responses Number Reslw.n·ses Responses 
~ll (2] {Jl nn I ~21 (b.} 
10 15 60.00 1 10 55.56 
17 15 (,o.oo 8 10 55.56 
54 15 6o.oo 46 10 55.~6 
1 13 52.0Q 21 9 so.oo 
47 13 52.00 36 9 5o.oo 
31 12 48.00 4 8 44·44 6 11 44.00 12 8 4~·~4 36 11 44.00 18 1 3 0 9 
32 10 40.00 40 1 )8.89 
4 9 36oOO 47 7 38•-89 
12 9 36.00 2 6 33.33 
18 9 36.00 17 6 33.33 
53 9 36.00 24 6 33.33 
2 8 32.00 26 6 33.33 
35 8 32.00 31 6 33.33 
24 7 28.·00 33 6 33·33 
33 7 28.00 35 6 33.33 
44 7 28.oo 50 6 33·33 
55 1 28.00 57 6 33.33 
57 7 28.00 59 6 33.33 
59 7 28.00 15 5 27.78 
15 6 24.00 32 5 27.78 
15 6 24.00 44 5 21.18 
21 6 24.00 49 5 27.78 
3 5 20.00 54 5 21.18 
23 5 20.00 14 4 22.22 
30 5 20.00 25 tl 22.22 39 5 20.00 48 22.22 
48 5 20.00 52 4 22.22 
51 5 20.00 53 4 22.·22 25 5 20.00 23 3 16.67 
26 4 16.00 38 3 16.67 
43 4 16.00 39 3 16.67 
50 4 16.00 3 2 ll.llL 
38 3 12.00 34 2 11.-11 
40 3 12.00 37 2 11 • .11 
31 2 8.oo 43 2 11 • .11 49 2 8.oo 51 2 11.11 
(concluded on n~:xt page) 
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Table 9. (concluded) 
·~~ 
Boys (25) Girls (18) 
Number of Per 6ent of Number of Per cent of 
Item Correct Correct Item Correct Correct 
Number Respon:'ses R~spon-ses Number Re..s:p.ona , s Responses 
00 -·· (21 L~l nil ~21 ~bl 
• 
52 2 8.oo 56 2 11.11 
58 2 8.00 19 1 5.56 
19 1 4.00 28 1 5.56 
22 1 4.00 55 1 5.56 
34 1 4.00 58 1 5.56 
20 0 0 20 0 0 
28 0 0 22 0 0 
29 0 0 29 0 0 
56 0 0 30 0 0 
The first ten items in the above table for both boys and girls 
were the easiest ones and, for the most part, general in nature. 
The last ten items were the most difficult, and for the most 
part, specific questions. 
Table 10. Rank Order of Difficulty Reported in _ Numbe~ and Per cent 
for Total Boys and Total Girls on Form B of Pilot Study 
Boys (18) Girls (24) 
Number of Per <aent or Number of Per eent of 
Item Correct Correct Item Correct Correct 
Nw.nbe:r Responses Responses Number Responses Responses 
~ll ~21 t~l {~1 ~~ l 'bl 
10 16 88.89 9 22 91.67 
32 16 88.89 fO 20 83.33 (continued on n~xt page) 
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Table 10. (continued ) 
Boys · (18) Girl-s- ( 2-4 ) 
Number of Fe~ , ceri:t c6f Number of Per Cent of 
Item Correct Correct ±t•m Correct Correct 
Number Response&' Re-sponses Nuxhber Responses Responses 
tll I2l I I L~l Uil · ~2l ~bl 
9 15 83.33 2 19 79.17 
31 14 77o78 31 15 62.50 
2 13 72.22 ,32 15 62.50 
7 13 72.22 7 13 54.17 
23 13 72.22 13 13 54.17 
37 11 61.11 6 12 50.00 
21 10 55 • .56 11 11 45.83 
1 8 44.44 21 11 45.83 
12 8 44·44 35 11 45.83 
24 8 44·44 39 11 45.83 
55 8 44·44 1 . 10 41.67 
56 8 4i·i4 23 10 41.67 4 7 3 • 9 4 9 37.50 11 7 38.,89 20 9 37.50 
13 7 38.89 31 9 31.50 
51 7 38.89 pO 9 37.50 
6 6 33.33 pl 9 37.50 
8 6 33o33 60 9 37.50 
16 6 33.;3.3 22 8 33~33 
39 6 33.33 42 8 33.33 
42 6 33.33 ~6 8 33.33 
26 5 27.78 16 7 29.17 
35 5 27.78 44 1 29.17 
44 5 27.78 5 6 25.00 
5 t 22.22 28 6 25.00 15 22.22 48 6 25.00 
29 4 22.22 12 5 20.83 
40 4 22.22 15 5 20.83 
54 4 22.22 30 5 20.83 
59 t 22 .. 22 40 5 20.83 60 22 •. 22 51 5 20.83 
22 3 16.67 p9 5 20.83 
28 3 16.67 14 4 16.67 
34 3 16.67 24 4 16.67 e 36 3 16.67 26 4 16.67 38 3 16.67 29 4 16.67 
46 3 16.67 3' 4 16.67 48 3 16.67 ~q 4 16.67 (concluded on n~xt page) ' ' ., 
oo 
Table lOo (concluded) 
Boys (18) Girls (24L 
Number bf Per Cent.n6f Number of' Perc ·.eent · 6f 
Item Correct Correct Item Correct Correct 
Num.b.~r Responses Responses Wump·er Respo4ses Responses 
[ll (2l t~l ~1! l (2l «~l 
52 3 16.67 54 4 16.67 
53 3 16.67 55 4 16.67 
57 3 16.67 58 4 16.67 
58 3 . 16.67 17 3 12.50 
3 2 11.11 34 3 12.50 
14 2 11.11 45 3 12.50 
17 2 11.11 3 2 8.33 
18 2 11.11 19 2 8.33 
20 2 11.11 27 2 8.33 
30 2 11.11 46 · 2 8.33 
41 2 11.11 47 2 8•33 
47 2 11.11 49 2 8.33 
50 2 11.11 52 2 8.33 
25 1 5.50 53 2 8.33 
27 1 . 5.50 8 1 4o17 
33 1 5.50 18 1 4.17 
43 1 5.50 25 1 4ol7 
45 1 5.50 36 1 4.17 
49 1 5.50 43 1 4ol7 
19 0 o.oo 38 0 o.oo 
Out of the first ten items on the table which were the 
easiest ones, the majority of the item~ were of general nature for 
both the boys and the girls. 
The last 10 items which ere the most difficult were also for 
the most part based on general information for the boys, but only 
half were, in the case of the girls. 
'The pre.c~eding tables <t-eal :w.i th the results of the trial study 
on 85 children. As a ,r .e.Sult of this, .- i tams were interchanged · 
.. \ ' ' 
b..itWleen forlttS t:n~- an attempt ·to t equ84te the two· forms for the 
finaL. s -tudy o -. 
Table llo Books and StQries Included in Form A and B Respectively 
for Final Study 
Item 
Number 
{1) 
1 and 2 
3 and ~ 5 and 
7 and 8 
9 and 10 
11 and 12 
13 and 14 
15 and 16 
17 and 18 
19 and 20 
21 and 22 
23 and 24 
25 and 26 
27 and 28 
29 and 30 
31 and 32 
33 and 34 
35 and 36 
37 and 38 
39 and 40 
41 and 42 
43 and 4~ 
45 and 4 
47 and 48 
49 and 50 
Title on Form A 
(2) 
Little Women 
Honk on the Moose 
Th.e Tale of Peter 
Rabbit 
Treasure Is:J.and 
!lice ' s !dventures 
in Wonderland 
Finocchio 
·perui 
Lassie Come Home 
The Black Stallion 
Young Fu of t he 
U:J2Eer Yangtze .. 
Pecos Bill 9 ~ . 'fexa a""Cow r ' r ~ 
Punc.her .. 
The Stor;t of Ferdinand 
The SaturdaiS 
Little House in the 
:B~& Woods 
The Strawberri Girl 
Tom Saw;yer 
Five Hundred Hats of 
Bartholomew Cub bins 
Little Pear 
Mr., PO:J2Eer's Penguins 
Wind in the Willows 
-. 
'Rae ?Kt zS:g. "-of' ehe ": ·_ '}_ _  
Gol--den River 
-The ~teariins . --
lrabian Ni~hts ·· 
.&mle · dif t-Gr.?,s ns-a 'SJ:f.s 
Hi tty ·• 
(concluded on n~xt page) 
Title on Form B 
Heidi 
Rs,bbit Hill 
(3) 
The Stor;t About Ping 
The Life and Adventures of 
Robinson Crusoe 
Peter Pan 
Rip Van Winkle 
Daniel Boone 
Black Beauty 
Smoky:., the Cowhors.e 
Hans Brinker or the Silver 
Skates 
Pful ·BWlyan 
1 ' 
Many Moons 
Th'e .Moffats 
Caddie Woodlawn 
Bl~e Willow 
Jo@P;tTremain 
Little Girl with Seveq 
Nilmes 
Twi$' 
Dr .. ·Doli ttle 
Cha:rilotte's Web 
Grtmf's Fairi Tales 
., 
The .ile.od Master 
Robi' Hood 
The 7edret Garden 
Mary 1Pfppins 
·' 
· e 
Table 11. (Doncluded) 
Item 
Number 
(1) 
51 and 
53 and 
55 and 
57 and 
59 
60 
52 
54 
56 
58 
Title on Form A 
(2} 
Winnie the Pooh 
Mr. Bumps and His 
Monkey 
The Jungle Book 
The Matchlock Gun 
Aesop's Fables 
Andersen's Fairy Tales 
"The Ugly Duckling" 
Title on Form B 
(3) 
Bambi 
Call It Courage 
A Christmas Carol 
·Homer Price 
Aesop's Fables 
Andersen's Fairy Tales 
"The Tinder Box" 
The following tables show the results of the administration 
of the revis~d test to a popul~tion of 255 fourth, fifth and 
sixth gr~de ~ hildren. 
Table 12. Mean and Standard Deviation of Total Population on 
Final Study 
Form Number Range Mean 
(1) (2} I (3) (4) 
A. o o o o o o o o o 130 0-30 15.50 
Boooo o o o o• 125 4-35 17.25 
S.D. 
(5) 
6.63 
7.25 
An examination of the above means on the total population for 
forms A and B shows a difference of only two points of raw score 
between means. The two forms of the f~nal test are more nearly 
equal than the¥ were in tne Fllot Stuay. 
5 3 
Table 13. Mean and Standard Deviation for Boys on, Finil'l Study 
Form 
(1) 
Aoooooooo• 
Booooooooo 
Number 
(2} 
I 
Ra_nge 
\,,d,.t 3> 
0-28 
6-33 
Mean 
'14) 
16.00 
18.00 
S.D. 
{5) 
The difference between means for the boys on the two forms 
is also within two points of the raw score. 
Table 14. Mean and Standard Deviation for Girls on Final Study 
Form Number Range Mean S.D. 
(1) {2) {3) (4) (5) 
Aooooooooo 67 3-30 14.50 6.25 
Boooooooo• 57 4-35 15.00 7.38 
The difference between means for the girls on the two forms 
of the final test is only 1.50 • 
. Table 15. Mean and Standard Deviation for Individual Grades on 
Form A of Final Study 
Grade Number Range Mean S.D. 
(1) (2) (3) {4) (5) 
4 o o ·o o o o o o o e 41 4-27 1~.30 5.30 
$ooooooooo -e 50 0-28 1 .30 8.10 
6 o ·o o o o o o o o • 39 6-30 16.20 6.85 
' 
. -
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In e.omparing the difference between means from grade to 
grade there is no step-up in score for grade six. This means the 
test would need further refinement. 
Table 16. Mean and Standard Deviation for Individual Grades on 
For.m B of Final Study 
Grade Number Range Mean S.D • 
(1) (2) -(3) 
0. 
(4) (5) 
4oeoooooooo 31 8-30 17.60 6.75 
5 . . o 0 0 0 0 0 ·• • .• 50 4-29 16.30 6.10 
6ooooooooeo 38 5-35 18.80 7.05 
Here again the mean scores do not step-up from grade to 
grade. 
Table 17. Rank Order of Difficulty Repprted in Number and Per cent 
for Total Population on Form A of Final Study 
Item Number 
(1) 
9 
5 
11 
60 
7 
6 
16 
31 
23 
13 
~ 
12 
Numbe~ of 
Correct Responses 
.. (2) 
120 
115 
115 
95 
87 
eo 
80 
74 
70 
68 
64 
63 
63 
(continued on nt;;~xt page) 
Pir .. Cent 
(3) 
92.31 
88.46 
88.-46 
73.08 
66.·92 
61.54 
61.54 
56.92 
53.85 
52.31. 
49.23 
48.46 
48.46 
Table 17o {continued) 
Item Number 
(1) 
21 
10 
1 
32 
17 
59 
15 
51 
18 
52 
37 
54 
4 
33 
2 
36 
42 
38 
53 
28 
56 
57 
22 
29 
35 
tt~ 
58 
40 
55 
26 
49 
14 
39 50 
3 
30 
45 
48 
34 
47 
Np.mber of 
Correct Responses 
61 
59 
57 
53 
45 
45 
34 
32 
28 
26 
23 
23 
22 
22 
21 
21 
21 
20 
19 
18 
18 
17 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
14 
14 
13 
12 
11 
10 
10 
9 
9 
7 
7 
6 
6 
(concluded on n~xt page} 
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· Per •· cent ' 
(3) 
46.92 
45.38 
43.85 
40.77 
34o62 
34.62 
33.85 
24.62 
21.54 
20.00 
17.69 
17.69 
16.92 
16.92 
16.15 
16.1.5 
16 •. 1.5 
1.5.38 
14.62 
13.8.5 
13.8.5 
13.08 
11.54 
11 • .54 
11.54 
11.54 
11.54 
11 • .54 
10.77 
10.77 
10o00 
9.23 
8.46 
7.69 
7o69 
6.92 
6.92 
5.38 
5.38 
4.62 
4.62 
Table 17" (concluded) 
Item Number 
(1) 
41 
25 
27 
20 
43 
19 
NUm.~of 
Correct Responses 
(2) 
5 
4 
3 
2 
2 
1 
· · ~ .... 
(3) 
3.85 
J.08 
2.31 
1.54 
1.54 
.77 
56 
The first ten item-s -in ..the above tabl.e,-whi-eh were the ten 
easiest were for the most part general in nature. 
The last ten items in the above table which were the most 
difficult were also general in nature. 
Table 1.8. Rank Order of Difficulty .Re-per-t.ad in Number and 
fer Cent for Total Population on Form B of Final Study 
Item Number 
(1) 
9 
10 
45 
46 
41 
7 42 
31 
21 
2 
11 
37 
32 (continued 
Number·----of 
· Correct Response~ 
(2} 
114 
111 
109 
99 
97 
89 
89 
86 
82 
77 
66 
63 
58 
on next page) 
P:t.r .. ·cent 
(3) 
91.20 
88.80 
f37.20 
79.20 
77.60 
71.20 
71.20 
68.80 
65.60 
61.60 
52.80 50.40 . 
46.40 
Table 18. (continlled) 
Number -Of 
Item N~.e:u- Correc~ R&~ponsea fer ':cent 
(1) ( '(2 ). (3) 
39 53 42-40 
56 50 40.00 
16 49 39.20 
. 51 48 38.io 6 47 37. 0 
20 44 35.20 
55 43 34.40 
13 42 33.60 
59 41 32.80 
47 38 30.~0 
15 36 28·. 0 
60 35 28.00 
1 34 27.20 
12 33 26.40 
5 30 24.00 
38 28 22.40 
40 28 22.~0 53 26 20. 0 
8 25 20.00 
44 21 1-6.80 
21 19 15.20 
~~ 19 15.20 18 14.~0 
4 16 12 • . 0 35 16 12.80 
43 16 12.80 
19 15 12.00 
48 15 12.00 
18 14 11.20 
25 14 11.20 
30 14 11.20 
34 14 11.20 3 13 10.40 
24 13 10.40 
26 12 9.60 
23 11 8.80 
49 11 8.80 50 11 8.80 
17 9 7 •. 20 
22 9 7.20 (concllld.ed on n~xt page) 
Table 18. (concluded) 
Item Number 
(l) 
33 
36 
29 
52 
57 
14 
28 
Number qf. 
Correct Responses 
('2) 
53 
9 
6 
6 
6 
4 
3 
58 
Per Cent 
{3) 
For the most part, the fiTst ten items of the above table, 
which are the easiest ite~s, are based upon general information. 
Conversely the last ten items, which are the most difficult, are 
based upon information of a specific nature. 
Table 19. Rank Order of Diff'iculty Reported in Number ap.d Per . Cent 
for Total Boys and Total Girls on Form J... 
Boys (63) Girls (67) 
Number of' Per cent~ or Nwnber of J>er ·: Ce.r1 t .Ajf 
Item Correct Correct Ite:m CoJ>rect Correct 
Number Responses Re-s-ponses Number Responses Re.~ponses 
tll {2} l.:~l {g l C2l tb~ 
9 56 88.89 9 64 95.52 
11 55 87.30 5 62 92.54 
5 53 84.13 11 60 89.55 
7 49 77.78 42 53 79.10 
31 43 68.25 6 41 61.19 
60 42 66.67 16 39 58.21 
16 41 65.08 23 ;39 58.21 
6 39 61.90 7 )8 56.72 
8 39 61.90 1 37 55.22 (continued on n_ext page) 
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Table 19 .. (continued) 
..• , (.6,3) Girls (67) Boys 
Ntnn.ber of Per cent:. 6f Number of PercCent of 
Item Correct Correct Item Correct Correct 
Number Response~ Responses Number Responf!Je#!l Responses 
{ll {2] t~l Hi 1 {2l {6l 
13 35 55.56 10 35 52.24 
12 34 53.97 13 33 49.25 
21 34 53.97 24 32 47.76 
24 32 50o79 31 31 46.27 
23 31 49.21 12 29 43.28 
17 29 46 .. 03 21 27 40.30 
32 26 41.27 32 27 40.30 
10 24 38.10 59 26 38.81 
1 20 31.75 8 i~ 35.82 59 19 30.16 51 26.87 
15 17 26.98 15 17 25.37 
f~ 15 23.81 2 16 23.88 14 22.22 17 16 23.88 
51 14 22 .. 22 18 14 20.90 
4 13 20.63 52 14 20.90 
37 12 19.05 28 12 17.91 
52 12 19.05 33 12 17.91 
33 10 15.87 36 12 17.91 
53 10 15.87 38 12 17.91 
56 10 15.87 42 12 17.91 
57 10 15.87 37 .11 16.42 
58 10 15.87 4 9 13.43 
29 9 14.29 44 9 13.43 
36 9 14.29 46 9 13.43 
40 9 14.29 53 9 13·4~ 42 9 14.29 49 8 11.9 
22 8 12. 7Q _  sn 8 .. 11.94 
26 8 ~2.70 54 .8 11.94 
35 8 12.70 56 8 11.94 
38 8 12.70 3 7 10.45 
55 8 12.70 22 7 10.45 
~~ 6 9.52 35 7 10.4·5 6 9.52 57 7 10.45 
30 6 9.52 29 6 8.96 
39 6 9.52 55 6 8.96 
44 6 9.52 ~~ 5 7.46 46 6 9.5.2 5 7.46 
2 5 7 o94 40 5 7 .4.6 (concluded on n,xt page) 
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Table 19. (concluded) 
Boys (63) Girls (67) 
Number of Per . Centoof Number of Per ' Cent ,;of 
Item Correct Corre·ct Item Corr·ect Correct 
Number Responses Responses _Number Re..s.p~nsie-s · Re -spQns-e-s 
(ll (2[ Ul O!l {2l ( 6] 
34 4 6.35 - 58 5 7.46 
41 4 6.35 25 4 5.97 
45 4 6.35 39 4 5.97 
48 4 6~35 47 4 5.97 
49 4 6.-35 30 3 4.48 
3 2 3.17 45 3 4.48 
27 2 3.17 48 3 4-48 
47 2 3.17 34 2 2.99 
50 2 3ol7 20 1 1.49 
19 1 1.59 27 1 1.49 
20 1 1.59 41 1 1.49 
43 1 1.59 43 1 1.49 
25 0 0 19 0 0 
For the most part, the first ten items on the above table, for 
both boys and girls, are general questions. The same is true for 
the last ten items for both boys and girls. 
Table 20. Rank Order of Difficulty Reported in Number- and Jer ceent 
for Total Boys and Total Girls on Form B 
B6y,s (68) Girls (57) 
Number ot Pert -Cent ~.-of Number of Per . cent .. or 
Item Correct Correct Item Correct Correct 
Number Responses Re..s..p_onses Num.ber Responses Responses 
(ll ~2} t~l Hil C2l ~6l 
45 64 94~12 9 54 94.74 
46 62 91.18 10 50 87.72 
10 61 89.71 41 45 78.95 (cc:mtinued on n~xt pa.ge) 
Table 20. (continued) 
Bo~s -(68 j Girls {57) 
Number of P·er cemt ,::of Number o:f. Per·: Cant ~ of 
Item Correct Cor:rect Item C-or-rect Correct 
Number Responses Responses Numper Resp:onses Responses 
~ll (21 r.21 Hi l r2l {t>l 
9 60 88.24 45 45 7~.95 
7 56 82.35 2 44 77.19 
21 53 77.94 42 41 71.93 
31 52 76o47 46 37 64.91 
41 52 76o47 31 34 59.65 
42 48 70.59 7 33 57.89 
11 42 61.76 37 31 54-39 
32 36 52.94 21 29 5o. sa-
2 33 48.53 1 25 43·.86 
37 32 47.06 20 25· 43.8() 
55 31 45.59 11 24 42.11 
56 31 45.59 39 23 40.35 
6 30 t~q .'1'2- 32 22 38.60 
39 30 44.12 16 21 36.84 
16 28 41.18 51 20 35.09 
51 28 41.18 -47 1"9 33-33 
13 26 38.2~ 56 19 33.33 12 25 36.7 59 18 31.58 
59 23 33.82 6 17 29.82 
38 21 30.88 15 17 2~.-&2 
8 20 29.41 13 16 28.07 
53 20 29.41 60 15 26.32 60 20 29.41 5 14 24.56 
15 19 . 27.94 44 12 21.05 
20 19 27.94 55 12 21.05 
47 19 27.94 40 10 17.54 
40 18 26.47 48 9 16.79 
5 16 23.53 12 8 14.04 
54 15 22.,06 24 8 14.04 
4 12 17.65 43 8 14.04 
27 12 17.65 58 8 14.0~ 
35 11 16.18 19 7 12.2 
18 10 14.71 25 7 12.28 
~~ 10 14.71 27 7 12.28 10 14.71 33 7 12.28 
1 9 13.24 38 7 12.28 
30 9 13.24 5~ 6 10.53 
44 9 13 •. 24 53 6 10.53 (concluded on Qext page) 
Table 20;, (concluded) 
' ( 68} > . (57) Boys Girls 
Number of Per . Cent . of lfumber of Pttr -Centof 
Item Correct Correct Item Correct Correct 
Number Responses Responses NumbEp' Responses Responses 
(1) {2] <JI {~ l ~51 {?;~ 
3 8 11.76 3 5 8.77 
19 8 11.76 8 5 8.77 
26 8 11.,76 17 5 8. 77 
43 8 11.76 30 5 8.77 
23 7 10.29 35 5 8.77 
25 7 10.29 49 5 8.77 
so 7 10.29 1~ t 7.02 22 6 8.82 7.02 
48 6 8.,82 23 4 7o02 
49 6 8.82 26 4 7.02 
24 5 7.,35 29 4 7.02 
36 5 7-35 ~~ 4 7o02 17 4 5.88 4 7.02 
57 4 5.88 50 4 7.02 
14 2 2.94 54 4 7.02 
29 2 2.·94 22 3 5.26 
33 2 2.94 28 3 5.26 
28 0 o.oo 14 2 3.51 
52 0 o.oo 57 2 3.51 
For the most part, the first ten items for both boys and 
girls are general questionso However, five of the last ten for 
the boys are specific, as compared to eight specific items for 
the last ten of the girls. 
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Table 21. Rank Order of Diffic~lty Reported in Number 
for Total Population of Grad~ 4 
and Percen t 
Form A (41 Cases) ·Form £ (.li ' CaaeJiL 
Number -of Nuniber ot 
Item Correct It-em Correct 
Number Responses PB:r •. -.e•at N~J,mbe~ Re?~Qnses Per ,Gent 
{ll (21 ._ {Jl t~l C2l ~b) 
5 38 92.68 !~ 34 91.89 9 36 87.80 34 91.89 
11 36 87.80 9 33 89.25 
6 33 80.49 tt~ 31 83.78 60 31 75.61 31 83.78 
7 30 73.17 7 29 78.38 
31 25 60.98 42 28 75.68 
16 24 58.54 31 24 64.86 
32 23 56.10 39 23 62.16 
8 19 46.34 6 21 56.76 
23 19 46.34 2 20 . 54. 05 
12 18 43.90 20 20 54.05 
21 18 43.90 16 19 51 • .35 
24 18 43.90 37 18 48.65 
37 17 41.46 .32 17 45.95 
10 15 36.59 11 16 43·24 
15 15 36.59 21 15 40.54 
1 13 31.71 55 14 37.84 
17 13 31.71 1 13 35.14 
59 12 29.27 5 13 35.14 
33 10 24.39 51 13 35.14 
51 10 24.39 13 12 32.lt3 
4 9 21.95 38 11 29.'73 
53 9 21.95 ~~ 11 29.73 ~i 9 21.95 11 29.73 8 19.51 ~~ 10 27.03 2 7 17.07 10 27.03 
18 7 17.07 ~~ 9 24.32 29 6 14.63 9 24.32 36 6 14.63 8 21.62 
52 6 14.63 12 8 21.62 
3 5 12.20 34 8 21.62 
13 5 12.20 60 8 21.62 
28 5 12.20 19 7 18.92 
42 5 12.20 23 7 18.92 
26 4 9.76 53 . 7 18.92 
35 4 9.76 $8 7 18.92 
46 4 9.76 54 6 16.22 
· (concluded on next page) 
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Table 21. (concluded) 
-
Number of Number of 
Item Correct !ten! Correct 
Number Responses Ji~r r::e:eri~t N~ber Responses- ' Per Oent 
~2l {~} {~ l 
.. 
C2l {b) {ll 
., 
56 4 9.76 1~ 5 13.51 57 4 9.76 5 13 • .51 
58 4 9.76 2.1) 5 13 • .51 
30 3 7o32 48 5 13.51 
39 3 7.32 4 4 10.81 
40 3 7o32 24 4 10.81 
47 3 7o32 27 4 10.81 
48 3 7.32 3) 4 10.81 . 
so 3 7o32 3$ 4 10.81 
55 3 7.32 36 4 10.81 
22 2 4.88 57 4 10.81 
27 2 4.88 1~ 3 8.11. 34 2 4o88 1 3 8.11 
41 2 4.88 22 3 8.11 
20 1 2.44 26 3 -8.11 
25 1 2o44 30 3 8.11 
43 1 2.44 43 3 a •. 11 
44 1 2.44 50 3 8.11 
14 0 o.oo 28 2 5.41 
19 0 o.oo 29 2 5 •. 41 
45 0 o.oo 49 1 2.70 
49 0 o.oo 52 0 o.oo 
Out of the-' .first ten 1 terns on both forms A and B in the above 
table, about one ha1.f 1111-ere ge-neral ques~""i.·ons. 
In the last ten 1 tems on fo"rm .A of the abqve 'tab1~ a'pout 
half of the questions were geheral in nature. The lest ten items 
of form B were,for the most partispecific i~ nature. 
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Table 22. Rank Ora·e-r -o£ Difficulty Repo-rted in Number and 
Perrcenfti for 'rota'"-1 P-o.pula tion of' Grade 5 
fiumber of ! Number of 
Item Correct It~m Correct 
Number Responses Per .. Cent Numbe~ Responses far.· Cent 
~ll {21 . l ~~ l ·r~ 1 -~2j · ~lil-
9 45 90.00 9 45 90.00 
11 44 88.00 45 45 90.00 
5 43 86.00 10 41 82.00 
13 31 74.00 41 38 76.00 
60 36 12.00 46 38 76.00 
16 32 64.00 21 31 74.00 
1 29 58.00 31 35 7'P.OO 
6 27 54.00 42 34 68.00 
31 26 52.00 7 31 62.00 
8 25 .50.00 2 28 56.00 
23 25 50.00 11 21 54 .oo 
12 24 48.00 37 25 50.00 
1 23 46.00 32 22 4~-00 
24 21 42.00 39 19 3 .oo 
10 20 40.00 16 18 36.00 
21 17 34.00 .56 . 18 36.00 
17 16 32.00 13 16 32.00 
51 15 30.00 55 16 32.00 
52 14 28.00 15 15 30.00 
59 14 28.00 51 15 30.00 
22 13 26.00 6 13 26.00 
32 12 24.00 60 13 26.00 
18 11 22.00 12 11 22.00 
15 10 20.00 20 11 22.00 
~~ 10 20.00 .59 11 22.00 10 20.00 5 10 20.00 
4 9 18.00 8 10 20.00 
42 9 18.00 47 10 20.00 
51 9 18.00 53 10 20.00 
29 8 16.00 40 9 18.00 
36 8 16.00 27 8 16.00 
44 8 16.00 stl 1 14.00 2 1 14.00 7 14.00 
28 7 14.00 1 6 12.00 
33 7 14 .oo 18 6 12.00 
35 7 14.00 30 6 12.00 
38 1 14.00 35 6 12.00 
55 1 14 .oo 49 6 12.00 
58 7 14 .oo (concluded on nfjlxt page) 3 5 10.00 
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Table 22. (continued) 
....,._.._-~ -. 
Number of }fumber of 
Item Correct Item Correct 
Nilmber Responses l&r · C·ertt Nwnqer Re'Sponses · F~c~mt 
{ll . ,21 ~.21 [~ill {21 ~b~= 
26 6 12.00 19 5 10.00 
46 6 12.00 26 5 10.00 
49 6 12.00 38 5 10.00 
so 6 12.00 50 5 10.00 
53 6 12.00 58 5 10.00 
30 5 10.00 22 4 a.oo 
39 5 10.00 34 4 B.oo 
14 4 B.oo 43 4 B.oo 
40 4 8.00 tt~ 4 B.oo 48 4 B.oo 4 e.oo 
3 3 6.00 17 3 6.00 
34 2 4.00 33 3 6.00 
37 2 4.00 23 2 4.00 
47 2 4.00 24 2 4.00 
19 1 2.00 25 2 4.00 
25 1 2.00 36 2 4.00 
27 1 2.00 5? 1 2.00 
41 1 2.00 57 1 2.00 
45 1 2.00 14 0 o.oo 
20 0 o.oo 28 0 o.oo 
43 0 o.oo 29 0 o.oo 
In both For.m A and Form B of the ebove teble, six of the 
firs.t ten items which ere the easiest, were items based on general 
information. 
Out of the last ten items, which ~re the most difficult, only 
tfo are based on sp,cific information on Form A, whereas five were 
on Form B. 
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Table 23. Rank Order of DifficultyReporte~ in Number and 
Percent for Tot(a1. Popti1.ation of Grade 6 . 
Form A (39) . cases 
__ _ - -~oJ~!IL.~-- ( 38 )_ ~ ca s_~s 
~iWri'be-r .~or - - - -- "' Number of 
Item Correct Item Correct 
Number Responses Perr·Cent - -Numbe-r Response a P8:r- ~.- Ce!lt 
(1) (2} (3) <4) (5) (6) 
-
9 39 100.00 9 36 . 94.74 
11 35 89.7~ 10 36 9~. 7!l 
5 ~i 87.1 21 30 7 .95 
. 7 71.79 45 30 78.95 
60 28 71.79 46 30 78. 9~) 
13 26 66.67 2 29 76.;32 
21 26 66.67 7 29 76.-32 
23 26 66.67 41 28 73.68 
24 25 64.10 31 27 71.05 
10 24 61.54 42 27 71. 0~) 
16 24 61.54 11 23 60.53 
31 23 58.;97 56 21 55.26 
1 21 53.85 37 20 52.63 
12 21 53.85 51 20 52.63 
6 20 51.28 59 20 52.63 
8 .19 48.72 32 19 so.oo 
59 19 48.72 47 18 47-37 
32 18 46.15 1 15 39.i7 17 16 41 •. 03 12 14 36. 4 
18 10 25.64 13 14 36.8~, 
1.5 9 23.08 60 14 36.84 
2 7 17.95 6 13 34.21 
14 7 17.95 20 13 34.21 
36 7 17.95 55 13 34.21 
40 7 17.95 15 12 31.58 
42 7 17.95 16 12 31.58 
51 7 17.95 38 12 31.58 
28 6 15.38 39 11 28.9~ 
44 6 15.38 43 9 23.6 
45 6 15.38 53 9 2).68 
49 6 15.38 40 8 21.05 
52 6 15.38 44 8 21.05 
33 5 12.82 5 7 18.42 
38 5 12.82 8 7 18.42 e 46 5 12.82 24- 7 18.42 4 4 10.26 25 7 18.42 
35 4 10.26 27 7 18.42 
37 4 10.26 ~5 6 15.79 
53 4 10.26 48 6 15.79 (concluded on n~xt page) ! 
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'I'abre- 2:3-• (c-onclud-e~) 
__ ~~- _ , -Form~,.A -.U2.L ... i~- .:... ::.~-- = - ·~--~=e~ir81~c.aaaa. __  .. -···~ - ~ 
e Number of Item Correct Item Correct 
Number Responses Percent Number Responses Percent 
(~) (2} (3) , {4) (5) (6) -
54 tt 10.26 ~~ 6 15.79 55 10.26 6 15.79 
56 4 10.26 1~ 5 13.16 57 4 10.-26 5 13.16 
58 4 10.26 30 5 13.16 
26 3 '7 .69 52 5 13.16 
25 2 5.13 26 4 10.53 
35 2 5.13 29 4 10.53 
39 2 5.13 49 4 10.53 
41 2 5.13 3 3 7.89 
3 1 2.56 19 3 7.89 
20 1 2.56 36 3 7.89 
29 1 2.56 . 50 3 7.-89 
30 1 2 • .56 22 2 5.26 
43 1 2.56 23 2 5.26 
47 1 2.56 33 2 5.26 
50 1 2.56 34 2 5.26 
- 19 0 o.oo 
22 0 o.oo 14 1 2.63 
27 0 o.oo 17 1 2.63 
48 0 o.oo 28 1 2.63 
57 1 2.63 
On the above table, the majority of the first ten :f_tems on 
both Form A and Form B are general questions. 
On Form A, for the last ten items, five are of a specific 
nature, sa compared to six specific questions for the l~st ten 
items on Form B. 
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For the purpose of determining which items could be 
retained, an item analysis was made of the 120 items included in 
the two forms of the test. Tests with the forty highest scores 
and the forty lowest scores were analyzed. Responses to items 
were tabulated as right or wrong and transferred into percentages 
y' 
for each groupo The Edgerton tables were then used for the 
purpose of obtaining the Standard Error and the Standard Error 
squared for each item.. The final step comprised the computation 
of the Standard Error of the difference and the Critical Ratios 
for each item. 
All items on the test were analyzed for the purpose of 
internal validity.. Tables 24 and 25 show the results of the 
item analysiso 
Table 24. Individual Item Analysis - Form A 
Percentage of 
Item Correct 'Diff. 
Nrunber Responses Per Gent , s. ,E. Diff. c .. R~ 
High 40 Low 40 
(1} (2} (3} (!!} <2} 
1 65 27 38 .102 3o725 
2 30 5 25 .081 3.086 
3 10 2 8 .. 053 1.509 
4 40 2 38 .081 4.691 
5 92 72 20 .083 2.~09 6 72 42 30 .105 2. 57 
(continued on next page) 
= 
YHarold !. Edgerton, and Donald G. Paterson, "Table of Stand-
ard Errors and Probable Errors of Percentages for Varying Number 
of Cases," Journal of Applied Psychology (September, 1926), 10 ~ 
378-391. 
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Table 24. (continued) 
Percentage of 
Item Correct D$-ff. 
Number Responses ·Fer Cent S. E. Diff. c. R. 
High 40 Low 40 
~1l l2.l ' t~l (4 ~ <2l 
.#1 
I, 
7 80 50 30 .lQl 2.970 
8 52 30 22 .lQ7 2.056 
9 100 85 15 .o~9 2.542 
10 65 27 . 38 .1~2 3.725 11 100 67 33 .o 16 4-342 
12 62 32 30 •lQ7 2.804 
13 72 40 32 .08.1 3-951 
14 15 ·0 15 .OS,? 2.632 
15 32 15 17 .0~3 1.828 
16 75 42 3.3 .1Q5 3.143 
17 62 5 57 .0~5 6-.}06 
18 45 5 40 .o86 4.651 
19 2 o- z- .cna- .2,26 
20 . 5 0 5 .0~5 1.429 ' 
21 55 32 23 .1Q8 2.13p 
22 15 2 13 .Oql '2 131 . .. . . 
23 85 20 65 ,e:85 7.647 
~ 80 15 65 ·.o85 7•6ii 10 0 10 .048 2.0 .. 
26 25 2 2.3 .072 3.19q 
~27 5 0 5 o0.35 1.429 
28 .30 0 .30 .073 4.110 
29 32 2 .30 .077 3.896 
.30 17 0 17 .060 2.8.33 
.31 67 40 27 .107 2.523 
.32 47 27 20 .105 1.90.$ 
.3.3 22 .5 17 .07.5 2.267 
.34 7 0 7 .041 1.701 
.35 .35 0 .35 .075 4.66J 36 32 2 30 .077 3.89 . 
.37 20 10 10 .079 1.266 
38 .30 10 20 .087 2.29~ 
39 12 0 12 .052 2.30 
40 25 0 25 .069 3•62) 
41 5 2 .3 .042 .714 (concluded on n'xt page) 
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Table 24o (concluded) 
Percentage of 
Item Correct Diff .. 
Number Responses Per Gent So Eo Diffo C .. R. 
High 40 Low 40 
. (1) {2} (3) (4) ($) 
42 40 2 38 .081 4 .. 691 
43 2 0 2 .023 .870 
44 27 0 27 ... 070 3.857 
45 5 2 3 o042 o-714 
46 22 2 20 .070 2 .. 857 
47 12 0 12 o052 2.308 
48 10 0 10 .048 2 .. 083 
49 22 0 22 .066 3o333 
50 17 5 12 .069 1 .. 739 
51 35 12 23 .091 2.527 
52 37 5 32 .084 3o810 
53 32 0 32 .074 4.32~ 
54 37 0 37 .076 4.86 
55 27 2 25 .074 3o378 
56 22 2 20 .070 2.857 
57 30 2 28 .077 3.636 
58 25 0 25 • .069 3.623 
59 62 12 50 .. 093 5.376 
60 100 35 65 .017 8.442 
With the exception of numbers 1, 3 11 5 11 9, 14, 15, 17, 19, 
28, 33, 36 11 45, 49 11 52 and 57 ~~ all of the above items show high 
Critical Ratios which are statistically significant. 
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Table 25e Individual Item Analysis ~ Form B 
Percentage of 
; 
Item Correct Diffo 
Number Responses Per Cent So E. Diff o C • . R. 
High 40 Low 40 
(1) (2) (3) {4) {5) 
1 32 27 s .101 
-495 
2 72 so 22 e082 2.683 
3 17 5 12 .069 1.739 
4 22 2 20 .070 2.857 
5 30 12 18 .090 1 .. 837 
6 so 20 30 oJ.Ol 2.970 
7 97 47 so .083 6.024 
8 30 10 20 .087 2.299 
9 95 85 10 .067 1 .. 493 
10 97 80 17 ... 069 2.464 
11 67 27 40 .101 3.960 
12 32 12 20 .090 2.222 
13 52 17 35 o099 3o53.5 -
14 2 7 -5* o047 -1.064* 
15 37 22 15 .100 1 •. soo 
16 so 25 25 .105 2 .. .)81 
17 7 10 ca 3~· .063 -·4 76* 
18 20 5 15 .072 2.083 
19 15 5 10 .067 . 1.493 
20 57 20 37 .100 3.700 
21 77 32 45 .099 4o545 
22 15 2 13 .061 2.131 
23 20 0 20 .063 3.175 
24 22 2 20 .070 2.857 
25 20 2 18 .067 2.687 
26 22 0 22 .066 3o333 
27 35 0 35 o075 4.667 
28 5 0 5 o035 1.429 
29 15 0 15 .057 2.632 
30 2.5 2 23 .073 3ol51 
31 85 42 43 .097 4-433 
32 62 27 35 .010 35.000 
33 7 2 5 .047 1.064 
34 20 0 20 .063 3.175 (concluded on next page) 
'§)Any C.R. with a minus sign means t 'bat the diff'erence ' was in 
favor of the lower portion of' the populationo 
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Table 25. (concluded) 
Percentage of 
Item Correct Diff. 
Number Responses Per1 Cent s. E. Dit'f. c. R. 
High 40 Low 40 
(1) (2) (3) (4)- (5) 
35 27 0 ?~ .010 3.857 36 10 2 .053 1.509 
31 10 35 !35 .105 3·333 
38 40 10 ,90 .092 3.261 
39 67 27 40 .102 3.922 
40 31 10 ?7 .090 3.000 
41 100 47 p3 .081 6.543 
42 100 45 p5 .081 6.790 
43 32 0 -!32 .074 4.324 
44 35 10 ~5 .089 2.809 
45 90 85 5 .075 .667 
46 90 57 ~3 .092 3.587 
47 65 10 $~ .089 6.180 48 30 2 2 .011 3'.636 
49 12 2 ,~ .057 1.754 50 15 0 .051 2.632 51 52 17 5 .099 3.535 
52 5 2 3 .042 ·114 
53 50 0 $0 .079 6.329 
54 42 0 42 .078 5.385 
55 55 5 $0 .o86 5.814 
56 67 15 .$2 .093 5.591 
51 10 2 8 ,0.53 1"509 
58 27 2 ?5 .074 3-378 
59 55 1 48 .089 5.393 
60 52 10 42 .092 4.565 
An examination of Table 25 shows that all ~he items with 
the exc-e-pti-on Of 31 r$ 1 -i'9 -~- 2'() 1 211 J2 1 J4 1 37 J 411 431 45 and 
50, are statistically significant. 
The writers decided to ~etain any item which had a Critical 
Ratio of 1.961 the five per cent level of significance. Using 
this criterion the following items were discarded in Forms A 
and B respectively: 
Form A 
Honk the Moose - item 3 
Lassie Come Home - item 15 
Yo_ung F.u of the Upper Yangtze - items 19 and 20 
·Little House in the Big Woods -item 27 
Tom Saw er - item 32 
00 Hats of Bartholomew Cub bins - item 34 
Mr. Popper's Penguins - item 37 
The King of the Golden River - item 41 
The Yearling - item 43 
Arabian Nights - item 45 
Hitty - item 5o 
In only one book, Young Fu of The Upper Yangtze, both the 
general and the specific questions were discarded. 
Heidi - item 1 
Rabbit Hill - item 3 
Form B 
The Story about Ping - item 5 
Peter Pan - item 9 
Daniel Boone - item 14 
Black Beauty - item 15 
Smoky the Cow Horse - item 17 
Hans Brinker, or The Silve·r Skates - item 19 
Caddie Woodlawn - item 28 
Little Girl with Seven Names - item 33 
Twig - item 36 
Robin Hood - item 45 
Mary Poppins - item 4 9 
B!mbi - item 52 
Homer Price - item 57 
In Form B, no one book has been discarded completely. 
I . 
Taqle 26. A List of ~tori~s Spewing General and Specific 
Questions with N~b~r of Correct ~espqnsea and 
their Correspon(ling •Rank -Form A 
Title 
(1) 
Alice's Adventures 
in Wonderland 
Peter Rabbit 
Treasure Island 
Little Women 
Finocchio 
Lassie Come Home 
Penn 
The Black Stallion 
The Story of Ferdinand 
Pecos Bill, Texas 
Cowpuncher 
Tom Sawyer 
Gen~ral 
Que"tiona 
(No~ of 
-Cor:rect 
Resfons:s} 2) . 
120 
ll5 
87 
'57 
115 
i~ 
45 
70 
61 
74 
Andersen's Fairy Tales 
( 11 The Ugly Duckling" ) 
Honk The Moose 9 
3 
23 
Little House in the 
Big Woods 
Mr. Popper's Penguins 
SOO Hats of Bartholomew 
Gubbins 
Little Pear 
Arabian Nights 
The King of the Golden 
River 
Aesop's Fables 
Winnie The Pooh 
Mr. Bumps and His 
Monkey 
The Jungle Book 
The Me tc hl·ock Gun 
The Strawberry Girl 
The Saturdays 
Wind in the Willows 
The Yearling 1u tty - ·-'-
Anne o.f LJ Green Gables 
Young Fu of . the Upper 
Yangtze 
22 
15 
7 
5 
45 
32 
19 
14 
17 
15 
4 
10 
2 
12 
6 
1 
Rank 
(3l 
1 
2 
4 
13 
2 
16 
8 
15 
.7 
11 
6 
33 
38 
20 
21 
27 
34 
36 
15 
17 
~~ 
26 
21 
37 
32 
40 
30 
35 
41 
: 4) 
59 Bo 
63 
a1 
63 
80 ll 
a8 
64 
15 
53 
95 
22 
18 
20 
6 
21 
15 
21 
26 
23 
18 
15 
. 9 
13 
14 
15 
10 
7 
2 
75 
Rank 
<51 : 
12 
5 
10 
22 
10 
5 
31 
18 
9 
27 
14 
3 
21 
25 
23 
35 
22 
27 
22 
19 
20 
25 
27 
33 
29 
28 
27 
32 
34 
39 
• 
7 6 
In analyzing the above table the writers decided to lean 
on general information as the first criterion for indicating 
knowledge of a given booko In the light of this ··decision the 
following books were best known: 
!lice's Adventures in Wonderland 
Peter Rabbit 
Finocchio 
Treasure Island 
Tom Sawyer 
The Story of Ferdinand 
Penn 
pecos Bill, Texas Cowpuncher 
Little Women 
The Black Stallion 
In terms of more careful and detailed information about a 
book or story, analysis reveals the following or.der: 
Andersen's Fairy Tales {"The Ugly Duckling") 
Peter Rabbit 
Lassie Come Home 
.The Story of Ferdinand 
Treasure Island 
Finocchio 
Alice 9 s .Adventures in Wonderland 
Tom Sawyer 
The Black Stallion 
H.onk the Moose 
Table 27. A List of Stories Showing General an9- Sp~cific 
Questions with Number pf Correct Respons~s and 
Their Corresponding Ra~k - Form B •· · 
Title 
(1) 
Heidi 
Rabbit Hill 
Peter Pan 
Robin Hood 
Grimm's Fairy Tales 
{"Rumpelstiltskin") 
.Robinson Crusoe 
Johnny Tremain 
Paul Bunyan 
Hip Van Winkle 
Doctor Dolittle 
Charlotte's Web 
A Christmas Carol 
Bla.ck Beauty 
Bambi 
ThSStory About Ping 
Hans Brinker, or The 
Silver Skates 
Daniel Boone 
.Aesop's Fables 
The Secret Garden 
Andersen's Fairy Tales 
("The Tinder Box 11 ) 
Call It Courage 
The Good Master 
Caddie Woodlawn 
Homer. Pric-e 
Twi fr*1e Girl _ With Seven 
Names 
Mary Poppins 
Smoky, The Cow Ho~se 
Many Moons 
_The Moffa ts 
Blue "Willow 
Gep~ral 
Que~tions 
(No. of 
Cor:rect 
Response~) . . 
(2} 
34 
!1.3 
114 
109 
' 
Z6 
~~ 
l -9 
-!6 
~6 
9 
),.1 
.9 
11 
1~ 
Rank 
(3) 
25 
37 
1 
3 
5 
6 
7 
8 
10 
11 
13 
19 
23 
16 
27 
35 
20 
21 
22 
,29 
34 
32 4.1 
.34 
40 
39 40 
3-9 
36 
41 
' Specific 
Questions 
(No. of 
Correct 
R~sponses) Rank 
(4) (5) 
77 9 
16 34 
111 2 
99 4 
89 6 
25 30 
58 12 
9 40 
33 26 
28 28 
28 28 
50 14 
49 15 
6 41 
47 17 
44 18 
4 42 
15 35 
35 ~4 
19 32 
21 J+ 
3 4j 
18 a3 
9 2Q 
14 36 
11 39 
14 36 
13 37 
12 38 
14 36 
• 
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In an~lyzing the above table the writers decided to lean 
on general information as the first criterion for indicating 
knowledge of a given booko In the light of this decision the 
following books were best known: 
Peter Pan 
Robin Hood 
Grimm's Fairy Tales (ffRumpelstiltskin") 
Robinson Crusoe 
Johnny Tremain 
. Paul Bunyan 
Rip Van Winkle 
Doctor Dolittle 
Charlotte's Web 
Bambi 
In terms of more careful and detailed information about a 
book or story the analysis reveals the following order: 
Peter Pan 
Robin Hood 
Grimm's Fairy Tales {"Rumpelstiltskin") 
Heidi 
Johnny Tremain 
A Christmas Carol 
· Black Beauty 
The Story About Ping 
Hans Brinker tr The Silver Skates 
Twig ' 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
lo The Purpose o£ the Study 
. Primary Purpose.-- . It was the primary purpose of this study to 
survey books listed as children's classics in order to determine 
those with which children in grades four, five and six were most 
familiar. 
Secozr-d~iry pui=po.se.-- The second purpose was to conatruet the 
instrument to be used in the survey. This test was administered 
to 85 children in grades four, five and six for a pilot study; and 
to 255 children in the same grades for the final study. All test-
ing was done in communities in the Boston area. 
2. The Analysis of the Data 
Basis of Analysis.-- The data were analyzed to answer the 
following questions. 
Pilot Study.=-
1. Were the two forms equal'l. 
2. Was there a step-up between grades in terms of the mean 
score? 
Final Stud:.:r.=-
lo How well did the children know the books? 
2. What was the rank order of difficulty of the items on 
Form A?' 
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3o What was the rank order of difficulty of the items on 
.Form B? 
4· Which i t~ms \ w-ere ;rejected as a ~ult of the item 
.l 
analysis of th~ t~st? 
So Which books were rejected because they were unknown? 
6. Was there a step-up between grades in terms of the 
mean score't 
Sex differences.--
1. Did the boys or the girls obtain higher scores? 
2. Which stories were best known by the boys, and which by 
the girls? 
3. Which stories were least known by the boys, and which by 
the girls? 
3. Conclusions Drawn From the Analysis of the Data 
Summary.-- Analysis of the data according to the preceding 
questions brought forth the following conclusions. 
Pilot study.~-
1. The two forms of the test were unequal in the initial 
construction of the instrument. As a result of the 
trial~ two equated forms were made. 
2. On the initial test, there was a very neat step-up in 
the mean score from grade four to grade fiv$ to grade 
six. · 
• 
8:1 
.. 
Final Stud;y .. --
lo Although it was possible to obtain a raw score of 60 
points, the mean score for the total population on Form A 
was 15.,50, with a standard deviation of 6.63. The mean 
score for the total population on Form B was 17.25, with a 
standard deviation of 1 .. 25. This means that, on the aver-
age, the children were able to answer less than one third 
of the items on the test. 
2. In comparing the rank order of difficulty of the general 
items w,ith the rank order of difficulty of the specific 
items on Form A, it is revealed that of the top ten stories 
in each category, seven titles were the same. These were: 
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland, Peter Rabbit, Pinocchi~, 
Treasure . Island, Tom Sawyer, The Story of Ferdinand, and 
The Black Stallion. However, only one of these, Peter 
Rabbi.t, had the same rank in each category.. It was second, 
both in the general and in the specific categories. 
3 .. tn comparing the rank order of difficulty of the general 
items with the rank order of difficulty of the specific 
items on Form B, it is revealed that of the top ten stor:Le's 
in each category, four were the same.. They weret Peter 
Pan, Robin Hood, "Rumpelstiltskin," and Johnny Tremain, 
which ranked first, second, third and fifth, respectively. 
4 .. As a result of the item analysis, 12 items were lost on 
From A, and lp items were lost Qn Form B.. Both the geneJroal 
an~ specific items were lost for only one story, Young Fu o~ the 
Upper Yangtze • 
.5. The .stories considered to be the best known were those on 
which both the general and the specific items were 
correc-t--ly answered ·by the majority o~ children. These 
were: Alice's Adventures in Wonderland, The Black 
Stallion, Johnny Tremain, Peter Pan, PeterRabbit, 
·Finocchio, Robin Hood; "Rumpelstiltskin," 'The Story o~ 
Ferdinand, Tom Sawyer, and Treasure Island. 
The stories considered to be the least known were those for 
which ·both the general and the specific items were incorrectly 
answered by a majority o~ the children. These were: Anne o~ 
Green Gables, Blue Willow, Hitty, Little Girl With Seven Names, 
Many Moons, Mary Poppins, .The Mof~ats, The Saturdays, Smoky, the 
Cowhorse, Wind in the Willows, and Young Fu of the Upper Yangtze .. 
6. Only <me book was rejected because both the general and 
' the specific questions were unknown to the highest ~orty 
and to the lowest forty children of the total population. 
This was Young Fu o~ the Upper Yangtze. 
1. In terms o~ mean score on Form A there was a step-up 
between .grades four and ~iva. There was no step-up 
between grades five and six. Thus, the test needs 
further re~inement. 
In terms of mean score on Form B, t~ere was no step-uP, betweten 
grades. This form also needs further ref'inement. 
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Sex Differences in the Final Study.--
1. In terms of the mean score, the boys did better than the 
girls on both Form a and For.m B. 
2. Stories considered to be the best known were those on 
which both the general and the specific items were correctly 
answered by the majority of children. Those stories best; 
known by the boys were: Johnny Tremain, Peter Pan, Peter• 
Rabbit, Finocchio, Robin Hood$) "Rumpelstiltskin," The 
-
Story of Ferdinand, Treasure Island, and "The Ugly Du~kling." 
Those stories best known by the girls were: Alice in 
Wonderland, Peter Pan, Peter Rabbit, Robin Hood, and 
"Rumpelstiltskin." 
3. The stories considered to be the least known were those 
on which both the general and the specific items were 
incorrectly answered by up to ten per cent of the boys, or 
by up to ten per cent of the girls. Those books least 
known by the boys were: Anne of Green Gables, Arabian 
Nights $1 Blue Willow$ Hi tty, Little Girl With Seven Names, 
Little House in the Big Woods, Many Moons, Mary Poppins, 
The Moffats, The Yearling, and Young Fu of the Upper 
Yangtze. Those least known by the girls were: Anne ot' 
Green Gables, Blue Willow, Call It Courage, Homer Price, 
Many Moons, Mary Poppins, ~abbit Hill, The Saturdays, 
' · l 
Smoky, .the Cowhorse, The Strawberry Girl, Wind in the 
Willows 9 and Young Fu of the Upper Yangtze. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUGGESTIONS FOR 'FURTHER RESEARCH 
CRAFTER VI 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
1. The refined test should be tried on a much larger 
population which includes varied socio-economic levels. 
2. It would be of interest to determine the sources of 
children's knowledge of literature to discover whether they 
learned about the stories from books, movies, television, comics, 
or other media. 
3· It would be interesting to make a similar study at the 
secondary school level. 
4. A study could be made of a community which has a care-
fully planned literature program in contrast to one with a 
casual one. This would involve a study of the home and school 
environments. 
5. A study could be made to compare a community which had 
libraries within each school with one which did not. 
6. A study could be made to compare the scores of children 
who are r~ad to regularly with those who are not. 
7. It would be interesting to compare the scores of blind 
children, both in institutions and in regular classrooms, with 
the scores of sighted fhildren. 
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APPENDIX 
A. Copy of Pilot Test 
with Answer Key 
B. Copy of Revised Test 
with Answer Key 
Co Teachers• Comments 
Ao The Pilot Test with Answer Key 
Directions for the Teacher 
First of all, our sincere thanks to you and your class for your participation 
in this survey. The goal of this project is to learn which of the recommended 
books for children or "the classics" are familiar to them. To be sure, we are not 
able to survey all such books, therefore, we have chosen certain books or stories 
which have been connnon to lists made by such authorities as Arbuthnot, Haviland and 
others. 
In administering the survey. The survey has been built in two comparable 
forms - Form A and Form B. Half of your class should receive Form A, the other 
half Form Bo As soon as each child has received his test and a pencil, say: 
'~rite your name, age, school, grade and town in the proper blanks. 
Check the space beside the word ~girl' if you are a girl, or beside 
the word 'boy' if you are a boy .tt 
As soon as all have completed filling in the blanks, say: 
"I will read the first page aloud while you follow on your paper silently." 
Read the directions on the cover sheet. After the children have done the examples, 
check to see that they have done them correctly. Then read: 
"Now turn the page and do all the questions you can." 
"Remember to go from left to right for each story as you did in the example. tt 
There is no time limit on the test though it should not take more than thirty 
minutes to completeo Since this is not a reading test, some assistance with vocab-
ulary may be given • . If a child does not know a word or its meaning, give him help 
~ being careful not to reveal the answer in so doing. 
We would appreciate any criticisms or comments which you may care to make. 
The following check list is provided for your convenience: 
9 3 
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1. Did the children object to taking the test? 
2. Did the test seem too difficult? 
3. Is the test too long? 
4. Any children's comments? 
Sa Additional comments? 
' · 
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We are interested in knowing what stories boys and girls like. You can help 
us by an~ering some questionso It doesn't make any difference how you learned 
about the story, whether you read it in a book or in a comic, or heard it on the 
radio .or on a re~ord, or saw it on television .. 
Under each question there are four answerso Circle the letter that is in front 
of the correct answer. Only one answer is correcto You may not know all the stories, 
but read all the questions because you may have forgotten that you heard the story. 
Look carefully at these exampleso Your teacher will do them with you. 
1. Who makes it possible for Cin-
derella to go to the ball? 
a. her step-sisters 
b. her step-mother 
c. her fairy godmother 
d. her father 
Yes, the answer with the letter c. 
in front of it is correct , so circle 
the letter c. 
Cinderella 
2. What does Cinderella do all the day? 
a o works hard 
bo plays all day 
Co goes to school 
do visits with friends 
The letter a is the correct answer. 
You should have ~ircled a. 
Now~ turn the page and do all the questions you can. 
Remember to go from left to right for each story as you did in the example • 
95 
1. Who are Beth, Amy Jo and Meg? 
a. sisters 
b. cousins 
c. friends 
d. penpals 
3o Where does the story take place? 
a. Alaska 
b. :Hinnesota 
c. British Columbia 
d. Ontario 
FORM A 
Little Women 
2. Which of the Little Women dies? 
a . Amy 
b. Jo 
c .• Beth 
d . Meg 
Honk the Moose 
4 o Why does Honk the Moose enter M.t'. 
Ketonen'S livery stable? 
a. he is hungry 
b. he is wounded 
c. he is lonely 
d. he lives there 
The Tale of Peter Rabbit 
5. Where is Peter not allowed to go? 
a. the grocery store 
b o Mr. MacGregor's garden 
c. the flour mill 
d. the highway 
6. What does Peter lose besides .his 
jacket? 
a. his powderpuff tail 
b. his gooseberries 
c. his long ears 
d. his shoes 
Treasure Island 
7. Who leads the mutiny party on 
'l'reasure Island? 
a. Flint 
h. Black Dog 
Co Billy Bones 
d. :Wng John Silver 
8 o Who finds the map of Treasure 
I sland? 
a. Jim Hawkins 
b. Captain Flint 
Co Captain Smollett 
d . Mr.. Trelawney 
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland 
9 o Who is always hurrying? 
a. Rabbit 
b. Dormouse 
c. Red Queen 
d. Duchess 
.10. Who is asleep at the March Hare's 
tea party? 
a. Cheshire Cat 
b. Alice 
c . Mad Hatter 
do Dormouse 
96 
lL Who makes Pinocchio? 
a.. a good fairy 
b .. Geppetto 
co Maestro Cherry 
d .. Jiminy Cricket 
Pinocchio 
Penn 
13 .. What is William Penn's religion? 
a .. Roman Catholic 
b .. Quaker 
Co Reformist 
do Jesuit 
9 7 
12 .. Where does lampwick persuade Pinocchio 
to go with him? 
a. Land of Toys 
b .. Black Forest 
c .. to school 
d. to a party 
14 .. Who is Guli Springett? 
a .. Penn's wife 
b .. Penn's tutor 
Co the jailer 
d .. a friend 
Lassie Corne Home 
15 .. What makes Lassie come horne? 
a .. her love for Mr. Carraclough-
b. her love for Mrs .. Carraclough 
c .. hatred of Hynes 
d. her time sense 
16 .. Who does Lassie avoid on her journey 
horne? 
a .. horses 
b .. birds 
Co men 
d .. dogs 
The Black Stallion 
17 .. Who rescues Alec from the 
shipwreck? 
a .. the sea captain 
b .. Black Stallion 
c .. Henry 
d .. the chestnut stallion 
18 .. Who makes it possible for the 
Black Stallion to race? 
a. Jim Neville 
b .. Joe Carraclough 
c .. Cyclone 
do Sunraider 
Young Fu of the Upper Yangtze 
19 .. Who is Tang? 
ao Young Fu's father 
b .. a coppersmith 
co a wa tcbmaker 
d., a scholar 
.. 
20.. What does Young Fu sell to pay 
for his watch? 
a .. water 
bo steam 
Co ice 
do snow 
2lo Who is Paul Bunyan? 
ao logger 
bo storyteller 
Co hunter 
do cook 
23o Who gets the moon for Princess 
Lenore? 
a o Lord High Chamber lain 
bo Royal Wizard 
Co Court Jester 
do Royal Mathematic ian 
9 8 
Paul Bunyan 
Many Moons 
22o What drives Paul Bunyan away 
from his work? 
ao old age 
b o the blue ox 
Co women 
do Big Swede 
24o How big is Princess Lenore's 
moon? 
ao bigger than her room 
bo twice as big as the palace 
co half the size of the kingdom 
do smaller than her thumbnail 
The Moffats 
25 o What do the Moffat family 
live in? 
ao a trailer 
bo a yellow house 
Co a thatched cottage 
do a red houseboat 
27o Which word best suits Caddie 
Woodlawn? 
ao shy 
bo ladylike 
co tomboyish 
do studious 
29 o What does Janie Larkin want 
more than anything else? 
a o pretty clothes 
bo a permanent home 
Co a brother or sister 
do a dog 
26. What happens to Rufus on his 
first day of school? 
Caddie Woodlawn 
ao he loses his milk money 
bo he gets lost in the woods 
Co he has a fight 
do he takes a train ride 
28 o Why does Uncle Edmund give Caddie 
a silver dollar? 
Blue Willow 
a. she wins the race 
bo he likes her best 
Co she loses the race 
do she gives him her dog 
30o Who does Janie give· her blue 
willow plate to? 
a o Bounce Reyburn 
bo Mro Anderson 
Co Lupe Romero 
do the doctor 
Tom Sawrer 
31. Who is Becky Thatcher? 
a. the school teacher 
b. Tom's girl 
c. Aunt Polly's niece 
d. Huck's sister 
9 9 
32. How do Tom and Huck know that 
Injun Joe killed the doctor? 
a. Muff Potter tells them 
b. they see it happen 
c. they find the killer's knife 
d. Injun Joe confesses 
Five Hundred Hats of Bartholomew Gubbins 
33. Wba t kingdom does Bartholomew 
live in? 
a. Alaric 
b. Derwin 
c. Didd 
d., Nodd 
34. What finally happens to Bartholomew's 
hats? 
a. they change to gold 
b. Sir Snipps sells them 
c. the King displays them 
d. they disappear 
Little Pear 
35. Who is Little Pear's best friend? 
a. Big Head 
b .. Dagu 
c. Ergu 
d. ~1owgli 
36. What makes Li. ttle Pear sick? 
a. tomatoes 
b. rice 
c. green peaches 
d. dumplings 
Mr. Popper's Penguins 
37. What is the name of Mr. Popper's 
first penguin? 
a. Admiral Drake 
b. Skeeter 
c. Gentleman Jim 
d. Captain Cook 
38. Where do Mr. Popper's penguins 
finally go? 
a .. on a tour 
b. to Hollywood 
c. to the North Pole 
d. to Antarctica 
Wind in the Willows 
39. Who is Mole's closest friend? 
a. Rat 
b. Toad 
c .. Badger 
do Otter 
40. Who escapes from jail disgUised 
as a washerwoman? 
a. Badger 
b. Rat 
Co Mole 
d. Toad 
Grimm's Fairy Tales 
41. Who is Rurnpelstiltskin? 
a. a prince 
b. a giant 
c. an elf 
d. a miller 
43. Who is the Good Master? 
a. a shepherd 
b. a ranch owner 
c. a ship owner 
d. a circus trainer 
45. Who rules England in the days 
of Robin Hood? 
a. King William 
b. King Henry II 
c. Queen Victoria 
d. King Richard III 
42. What does Rurnpelstiltskin want 
as wages for his work? 
a. a magic spinning wheel 
b. a roomful of gold 
c. the queen's first child 
d. someone who can pronounce 
his name 
The Good Master 
Robin Hood 
44. What does Pista give to Kate? 
a. a winged horse 
b. a honey cake 
c. magic spurs 
d. a necklace 
46. Where does Robin Hood first meet 
Li. ttle John? 
a. on a bridge 
b. in London 
c. at Nottingham 
d. on a boat 
The Secret Garden 
47. How does the secret garden 
make Mary feel? 
a. happy 
b. sad 
Co lonely 
d. angry 
49. What family hires Mary Poppins 
as a nurse? 
a. the Browns 
b. the Banks 
c. the Haines 
d. the 0'Haras 
Mary Poppins 
48. Who could tame all the wild 
creatures? 
a. Mary 
b. Ben 
c. Dickon 
d. Colin 
SO. How does Mary Poppins arrive 
at 17 Cherry Lane? 
a. on a magic carpet 
b. on the noon train 
c. with the east wind 
d. by horse amd carriage 
5lo What is Winnie the Pooh's real 
ao Piglet 
bo Christopher Robin 
Co Eeyore 
do Edward Bear 
Mr .. 
53o What is the name of Mro Bump's 
monkey? 
ao Coral 
bo Jasper 
Co Topsy 
do Kate 
55" Who rears Mowgli? 
a o the elephant family 
bo Shere Khan 
Co an Indian tribe 
d .. Mother Wolf 
57 .. Who do the Van Alstynes fear? 
a.. the English 
b .. theSpanish 
c.. the Yankees 
do the Indians 
Aesop's Fables 
59 .. How does Aesop end his fables? 
ao a rhyme 
b .. a quotation 
Co a Bible saying 
do a moral 
Winnie the Pooh 
name? 52., How does Pooh rescue Piglet during 
the flood? 
ao with a raft 
bo with a canoe 
Co with an umbrella 
do with a handkerchief 
BumJ!S and His Monkey 
54 .. What is the monkey's one wish? 
The Jungle 
a .. to return to Africa 
bo to stay with Mr. Bumps 
Co to remain an actor 
do to live aboard ship 
Book 
56 .. Who is Rikki-Tikki-Tavi? 
a .. a cobra 
b.. a talking bird 
c .. a mongoose 
d .. a friend of Mowgli 
The Matchlock Gun 
58o Who fires the matchlock gun? 
ao Gertrude 
bo Teunis 
Co Edward 
do Widow Van Alstyne 
Andersen's Fairy Tales 
60o What does 
up to be? 
ao gander 
b., drake 
Co swan 
the Ugly Duckling 
do peacock . 
' Boston University 
School of Education 
Library 
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We are interested .in knowing what stories boys and girls like. You can help 
us by answering some questionso It doesn't make any difference how you learned 
about the story, whether you read it in a book ~r in a comic, or heard it on thE! 
radio .or on a re-cord, or saw it on television. 
Under each question there are four answerso Circle the letter that is in front 
of the correct answer.. Only one answer is correcto You may not know all the stories, 
but read all the questions because you may have forgotten that you heard the story. 
Look carefully at these exampleso Your teacher will do them with you. 
1. Who makes it possible for Cin-
derella to go to the ball? 
a. her step-sisters 
b. her step-mother 
c. her fairy godmother 
d. her father 
Yes, the answer with the l etter c. 
in front of it is correct , so circle 
the letter c. 
Cinderella 
2 o What does Cinderella do all the day? 
a. works hard 
b. plays all day 
c. goes to school 
d. visits with friends 
The letter a is the correct answer. 
You should have ~ircled a. 
Now, turn the page and do all the questions you can. 
Remember to go from left to rigbt for each story as you did in the example~ 
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1 .. What do the townsfolk of Dorfli 
call Heidi's grandfather? 
a. Papa Banks 
b. Alm-Uncle . 
c. Peter of Dorfli 
d. The Hermit Sesemann 
Heidi 
FORM B 
2 Why does Dete return to Grandfather's 
house? 
ao to take Heidi to Frankfurt 
b. to visit for the summer 
Co to bring Christmas gifts 
d .. to pay for Heidi's schooling 
Rabbit Hill 
3. Who comes to Rabbit Hill? 
s. 
a. a horse 
b. elves 
Co new folks 
d. young girls 
Who is Ping-? 
a. a boy 
b. a goose 
c. a duck 
d. a frog 
The Sto 
4 Who. is the t)nly rabbit Yho _- jmnps ac:ross 
Dead Man's Brook? 
a. Father Rabbit 
b. Little Georgie 
c.. Throckmorton 
d. Uncle Analdes 
About Pin 
6 Who sets Ping free? 
a. the Boy 
b. the Mother 
Co the Father 
d .. the Girl 
The Life and Adventure of Robinson Crusoe 
1. Who is Robinson Crusoe? 
a. survivor of a shipwreck 
b. a man living in the desert 
c. a man lost in the land of 
little people 
d. a hermit living on a 
mountain 
9. Who does Peter Pan take care of 
in Never land? 
.pirates .. a. 
bo lost boys 
c. fairies 
d. red skins 
Peter 
8. What happens to Robinson Crusoe's man 
Friday? 
a. dies saving Robinson Crusoe 
b. goes to England 
Co is killed by cannibals 
d. remains on the island 
PaJ . 
1 • What does Peter Pan leave 
a visit to the Darlings? 
a. umbrella 
b. hat 
Co jacket 
do shadow 
behind on 
Rip Van Winkle i04 
11. Who is Rip's favorite companion? 12o \Vhat makes the thunder in the Catskill 
Hountains? 
ao his horse ao bowling pins 
bo his son b. dwarf hunters 
Co his dog Co wild horses 
d. the innkeeper do angry gods 
Daniel Boone 
13. What is the relationship between 
Daniel Boone and Rebecca Bryan? 
a. friend 
b. wife 
c. teacher 
d. aunt 
14. What do the Indians ask Daniel Boone in 
exchange for the safety of the fort? 
a. twelve men 
b. twelve guns 
c. twelve horses 
d. twelve barrels of rum 
Black Beauty 
15. Who tells this story? 
a. Rob Roy 
b. Black Beauty 
Co Squire Gordon 
d. Joe Green 
17. \Vho trains Smoky? 
a. Jeff 
b. Old Tom 
C o Shorty 
d. Clint 
Smoky. 
Hans Brinker 
19. Who wins the silver skates 
besides Peter? 
a. Hans 
b. Gretel 
Co Carl 
d. Hilda 
the 
and 
16o Who is Ginger? 
a. a dog 
b. a girl 
c. a horse 
d. a cat 
Cowhorse 
18. What other name does. Smoky have at one 
time during his life? 
a. Chapo 
b. Pecos 
Co Lucky 
d. Cougar 
the Silver Skates 
20. \Vha t does Hans grow up to be? 
a. a famous skater 
b. a town mayor 
c. a windmill keeper 
d. a well- to-do doctor 
,i IQr '-) 
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Pecos -Bill 
21. \Y:ho is Pecos Bill's girl friend? 
a. Calamity Jane 
b. Slue Foot Sue 
c. Widow-Maker 
do Annie Oakley 
22. What do Pecos Bill and the White J.iustang 
invent? 
a. rodeos 
be steer roping 
c., lasso tricks 
do bucking 
The Story of Ferdinand 
23. What is Ferdinand's favorite 
pastime? 
a. running and jumping 
b. sitting and smelling flowers 
c.. fighting in bullfights 
do playing with other bulls 
24. What makes Ferdinand wild? 
a. fight with another bul l 
b. sting of a bee 
c. being kept hungry 
d.. the bullring 
The Saturdays 
25. Who is Cuffy? 
a. the oldest Melendy 
b~ the spaniel dog 
c. the housekeeper 
d. Mona's doll 
26. Where does Oliver, the youngest Melendy, 
go on his Saturday? 
a. to a piano recital 
b. to have a haircut 
c. to the circus 
d. to a birthday party 
Little House in the Big Woods 
27. Who tells stories to Laura? 
a. Ma 
b o Grandpa 
Co Pa 
d. Grandma 
28 . Wba t does Mother pat instead of a 1:::ow? 
a. a bear 
b. a pig 
Co a dog 
d. a cat 
The Strawberry Girl 
29. What do the Slater's hogs do? 30. Who s tarts the grass fire? 
a. overrun the schoolhouse a. Jed Hawkins 
b .. eat Mrs. Boyer's butter b. Sam Slater 
Co trample the Boyers' crops Co Hr., Pearce 
d. run through the town do Shoestring 
• 
Johnny Tremain 
31. Where does Johnny Tremain live? 
a. Philadelphia 
b. Washington 
c. Boston 
d. New York 
32o What cripples Johnny's hand? 
a. a redcoat's bullet 
bo molten silver 
co a runaway horse 
do Merchant Lyte's whip 
Little Girl with Seven Names 
33. Who always teases _Melis.sa Louisa 
about her seven names? 
a. Atm.t Cynthia 
b. Uncle Mark 
c. Atm.t Jane 
d. Uncle Jolm 
35. What does Twig become wpen 
Elf says magic words? · 
a. invisible 
b. smaller 
c. larger 
d. sleepy 
34o What is Hother's surprise for Melissa 
louisa? 
a. a baby 
bo a sugar candy 
Co a picnic 
do twins 
36. Who does Lord Buzzle choose to take 
over his job? 
ao Twig 
b • }frs. Sparrow 
c. Old Girl 
do Elf 
Dr .. Doolittle 
37. Why does Dr. Doolittle go to 
Africa? 
a.. to earn money 
b. to see the King 
c. to visit friends 
d. to help the monkeys 
38. Who first teaches Dr. Doolittle aaimal 
language? 
a. Puddleby 
b . the Cat's-Meat-Man 
c. Polynesia 
do Chee-Chu 
Charlotte's \oJeb 
39. How does Charlotte save Wilbur's 
life? 
a. by spinning 
b. by flying 
c. by singing 
d. by dancing 
40. What does Wilbur win at the fair? 
ao first prize 
be second prize 
Co special prize 
do door prize 
• 
• 
-· 
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King of the Golden River 
41. Who is the good brother? 
a. Hans 
b. Schwartz 
c. Gluck 
d. Christopher 
43. How is Penny related to Jody? 
a. Mother 
b. Father 
c. Brother 
d. Aunt 
45. Why does Sbabrazad marry the 
Klng? 
a. to gain wealth and power 
b. to save the King's wives from 
death 
c. to gain fame and title 
d. to save her father from prison 
42. What are the two evil brothers turned 
into? 
a. black stones 
b. green toads 
c. red elves 
d. blue snakes 
The Yearling 
44.. Holf does Fodder-Wing die? 
a. fever 
b. drowning 
c. hanging 
d. wounds 
Arabian Nights 
46. What does Sinbad the Sailor finally 
become? 
a. a wandering dervish 
b. a captain of a ship 
c. a rich man 
d. an evil genie 
Ann of Green Gables 
47. Who calls Ann 11Carrots"? 
a. Gilbert Blythe 
b. Marilla Cuthbert 
c. Ruby Gillis 
d. Josie Pye 
49. Who is Hi tty? 
a~ a girl 
b. a puppet 
c. a doll 
d. a kitten 
48 . How does Ann place in the Queen's entrance 
exam? 
a. first 
b. second 
c. ties for second 
d. ties for first 
Hitty 
50. Who is Little Thankful? 
a. Captain's pet 
b. snake char.mer's doll 
c .. Hindu's cobra 
d. missionary's daughter 
51. Whom does Bambi respect 
of all in the forest? 
a. the owl 
bo the hare 
c .. the lion 
d. the old stag 
53. \fuat does Mafatu fear? 
a. volcanoes 
bo the sea 
c 0 lightning 
do fire 
1_08 
Bambi 
most 52. Who is "He"? 
a. Prince of the forest 
b. the old buck 
c. the hunter 
d. the wise owl 
Call It Courage 
54. \{hy does Mafatu kill the shark? 
a. to save his dog 
b. to save himself 
c. to save his sisters 
d. to save Iris food 
A Christmas Carol 
55o Who is Bob Cratchit? 
ao Scrooge's son 
b. Scrooge's nephew 
c . Scrooge's clerk 
do Scrooge's partner 
57. What is the occupation of 
Horner's father? 
a. runs a bakery 
bo invents musical mouse traps 
co runs a tourist camp 
do announces ~ the radio 
Aesop's Fables 
59. \fuo are the characters in 
the~e fables? 
a. sailors and warriors 
bo gods and goddesses 
Co elves and fairies 
d. people and animals 
·· ' 56. How· many spirits come to visit 
Homer Price 
Scrooge? 
a. three 
bo two 
Co five 
d. one 
58 0 Who has saved the most string in 
Homer's town? 
a. Uncle Telemachus 
b. Uncle Ulysses 
c. :Hiss Terwilliger 
d. Hiss Enders 
Andersen's Fairy Tales 
60. In the story of The Tinder Box, where 
does the soldier find the money? 
a. in. a tree 
b. in a castle 
c. in the ocean 
. d. in a mountain 
1. a 
2. c 
3· b 4. a 
·5. b 
6. d · 
7. d 
8. a 
9. a 
·10. d 
11. b 
12. a 
13. b 
14. a 
15. d 
16. c . 
17. b 
18. a 
19. b 
20. d 
21. a 
22. c 
23. c 
24. d 25. b 
26. d 
27. c 
28. ·C 
29. b 
30. a 
ANSWER KEY TO PILOT TEST 
FORM A 
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31. b 
32. b 
33 •. c 
34. c 35. a 
36 •. c 
37. d 
38. c 
,39. a 
40. d 
41. Q 
42. 0 
43. b 
44· d 45• d 46. a 
47. a 
48. c 
49. b 5o. c 51 • . d 52. c 
5_3. b 
54. a 
55. d 
56. c 57. d 58. c . 
59. d 
60. c 
1. b 
2. ·a 
3. c 
4· b 5. e 
6. a 
7o a 
8. b 
9. b 
~o. d 
11. c 
12. a 
13. b 
14. a 15. b 
16. c 
17. d 
18. d 
19. b 
20c. .d 
21 • . b 
22. d 
23o b 
24o b 25 • . c 
26. c 
27. c 
28. a 
29. c 
30. b 
ANSWER KEY TO PILOT TEST 
FORM B 
j _1_f) 
31• c 
32. b 
33o b J4,. d 
35. b 
36. d 
31. d 
38. c 
39. a 40. e 
41. c 
42. a 
43. b 
44 ·. a 
45. b 
46. e 47. a 
48. d 
49 •. c 5o. d 51. d 52. 0 
' -53. b 54. a 
5~. c 
56~ a 57. e 58. e 59. d 
60. a 
• 
B. The Reviseq Test with Apewer Key 
Directions for the Teacher 
First of all, our sincere thanks to you and your class for your participation 
in this survey. The goal of this project is to learn which of the recommended 
books for children or "the classics'' are fa ... .;l1;·ar to· them. To be sure e are t ........ , w no . 
able to survey all such books, therefore, we have chosen certain books or stories 
which have been common to lists made by such authorities as Arbuthnot, Haviland and 
others. 
In administering the survey. The survey has been built in two comparable 
forms - Form A and Form B. Half of your class should receive Form A, the other 
half Form B. As soon as each child has received his test and a pencil, say: 
''Write your name, age, school, grade and town in the proper blanks. 
Check the space beside the word •girl' if you are a girl, or beside 
the word 'boy' if you are a boy." 
As soon as all have completed filling in the blanks, say: 
"I wili read the flrst page aloud while you follow on your paper silently. tt 
Read the directions on the cover sheet. After the children have done the examples, 
check to see that they have done them correctly. Then read: 
"Now turn the page and do all the questions you can." 
"Remember to go from left to right for each story as you did in the example." 
There is no time limit on the test though it should not take more than thirty 
minutes to complete. Since this is not a reading test, some assistance with vocab-
ulary may be given. " If a child does not know a word or its meaning, give him help 
~ being careful not to reveal the answer in so doing. 
We would appreciate any criticisms or comments .which you may care to make. 
The following check list is provided for your convenience: 
-·~ 1 -~ 
..1L.....L....JL... 
1. Did the children object to taking the test? 
2. Did the test seem too difficult? 
3. Is the test too long? 
4. Any children's comments? 
So Additional comments? 
YOUNG PEOPlE'S LITERATURE SURVEY 
Name. ____________________________________________ ~Age. ______ Grade ______ Boy ______ Girl 
School. ______________________ Town or CitY:_. ----,-----------
============================================~===========================================: 
We are interested in knowing what stories boys and girls like. You can help 
us by an~ering some questionso It doesn't make any difference how you learned 
about the story, whether you read it in a book or in a comic, or heard it on the 
radio or on a record, or saw it on television. 
Under each question there are four answers. Circle the letter that is in front 
of the correct answer. Only one answer is correcto You may not know all the stories, 
but read all the questions because you may have forgotten that you heard the story. 
Look carefully at these exampleso Your teacher will do them with you. 
1. Who makes it possible for Cin-
derella to go to the ball? 
a. her step-sisters 
b. her step-mother 
c. her fairy godmother 
d. her father 
Yes, the answer with the letter c . 
in front of it is correct , so circle 
the letter c. 
Cinderella 
2 . What does Cinderella do all the day? 
a. works hard 
b. plays all day 
c. goes to school 
d. visits with friends 
The letter a is the correct answer. 
You should have .;ircled a. 
Now, turn the page and do all the questions you can. .. 
Remember to go from left to right for each story as you did in the example. 
I 
FORM A 
Little Women 
1. Who are Beth, Amy Jo and Meg? 2. Which of the Little Women dies? 
a. sisters 
b. cousins 
a. Amy 
b. Jo 
c. friends c. Beth 
d. penpals d. Meg 
Honk the Moose 
3. Where does the story take place? 4. Why does Honk the Moose enter Mr. 
Ketonen's livery stable? 
a. Alaska a. he is htingry 
b. Minnesota b. he is wounded 
c. British Columbia c. he is lonely 
d. Ontario d. he lives there 
The Tale of Peter Rabbit 
5. Where is Peter not allowed to go? 
a. the grocery store 
b. Mr • . MacGregor's garden 
c. the flour mill 
d. the highway 
6. What does Peter lose besides .his 
jacket? 
a. his powderpuff tail 
b. his gooseberries 
c. his long ears 
d. his shoes 
Treasure Island 
7.. Who leads the mutiny party on 
Treasure Island? 
a. Flint 
h. Black Dog 
c. Billy Bones 
d. Long John Silver 
8. Who finds the map of Treasure 
Island? 
a. Jim Hawkins 
b . Captain Flint 
Co Captain Smollett 
d . Mr.. Trelawney 
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland 
9. Who is always hurrying? 
a. Rabbit · · 
b. Dormouse 
c. Red Queen 
d. Duchess 
10 . Who is asleep at the March Hare's 
tea party? 
"14 1-li... .. 
a o Cheshire Cat 
bo Alice 
co Mad Hatter 
do Dormouse 
:·.~ ·· 
I 
,• 
'• 
llo Who makes Pinocchio? 
a. a good fairy 
b. Geppetto 
c.. Maestro Cherry 
do Jiminy Cricket 
Pinocchio 
Penn 
l3o What is William Penn's religion? 
a o Roman Ca tho lie 
bo Quaker 
c .. Reformist 
do Jesuit 
12 .. Where does l.ampwick persuade Pinocchio 
to go with him? 
a. Land of Toys 
b. Black Forest 
c. to school 
d .. to a party 
14 .. Who is Guli Springett? 
ao Penn's wife 
b .. Penn's tutor 
Co the jailer 
do a friend 
Lassie Come Home 
15 o What makes lassie come home? 
a. her love for Mr .. Carraclough 
b. her love for Mrso Carraclough 
Co hatred of Hynes 
do her time sense 
16o Who does Lassie avoid on her journey 
home? 
ao horses 
bo birds 
Co men 
do dogs 
The Black Stallion 
17o Who rescues Alec from the 
shipwreck? 
a .. the sea captain 
bo Black Stallion 
Co Henry 
d. the chestnut stallion 
18. Who makes it possible for the 
Black Stallion to race? 
a. Jim Neville 
b. Joe Carraclough 
c. Cyclone 
d. Sunraider 
Young Fu of the Upper Yangtze 
19. Who is Tang? 
a. Young Fu's father 
b. a coppersmith 
c .. a watchmaker 
d. a scholar 
20. What does Young Fu sell to pay 
for his watch? 
a. water 
b .. steam 
c. ice 
d. snow 
Pecos -Bill 
21. \iho is Pecos Bill's girl friend? 
a.. Cal amity Jane 
b. Slue Foot Sue 
c.. Widow-Maker 
d .. Annie Oakley 
22. What do Pecos Bill and the White ~1ustang 
invent? 
a .. rodeos 
b. steer roping 
c. lasso tricks 
do bucking 
The Story of Ferdinand 
23. What is Ferdinand's favorite 
pastime? 
a .. running and jumping 
b .. sitting and smelling flowers 
c .. fighting in bullfights 
d. playing with other bulls 
24. What makes Ferdinand wild? 
a.. fight with another bul l 
bo sting of a bee 
co being kept hungry 
d.. the bullring 
The Saturdays 
25. Who is Cuffy? 
a. the oldest Melendy 
b~ the spaniel dog 
c. the housekeeper 
d. Mona's doll 
26 o Where does Oliver, the youngest Melendy, 
go on his Saturday? 
a .. to a piano recital 
b .. to have a haircut 
c., to the circus 
d .. to a birthday party 
Little House in the Big Woods 
27. Who tells stories to Laura? 
a. Ma 
bo Grandpa -
c.; Pa 
do Grandma 
28o What does Mother pat instead of a c:ow? 
ao a bear 
bo a pig 
C o a dog 
d. a cat 
The Strawberry Girl 
29. What do the Slater's hogs do? 30o Who starts the grass fire? 
a .. overrun the schoolhouse a. Jed Hawkins 
b. eat Mrs. Boyer's butter bo Sam Slater 
Co trample the Boyers' crops Co Mr. Pearce 
d. run through the town do Shoestring 
Torn Sawyer 
31. Who is Becky Thatcher? 
a. the school teacher 
b. Tom's girl 
c. Aunt Polly's niece 
d. Huck's sister 
32. How do Tom and Huck know that 
Injun Joe killed the doctor? 
a. Muff Potter tells them 
b. they see it happen 
c. they find the killer's knife 
d. Injun Joe confesses 
Five Hundred Hats of Bartholomew Cubbins 
33. What kingdom does Bartholomew 
live in? 
a. Alaric 
b. Derwin 
Co Didd 
d. Nodd 
Little Pear 
35. Who is Little Pear's best friend? 
a. Big Head 
b. Dagu 
c. Ergu 
d. }fowgli 
34. What finally happens to Bartholomew's 
hats? 
a. they change to gold 
b. Sir Snipps sells them 
c. the King displays them 
d. they disappear 
36. What makes Li. ttle Pear sick? 
a. tomatoes 
b. rice 
c. green peaches 
d. dumplings 
Mr. Popper's Penguins 
37. What is the name of Mr. Popper's 
first penguin? 
a. Admiral Drake 
b. Skeeter 
c. Gentleman Jim 
d. Captain Cook 
38. Where do Mr. Popper's penguins 
finally go? 
a. on a tour 
b. to Hollywood 
c. to the North Pole 
d. to Antarctica 
Wind in the Willows 
39. Who is Mole's closest friend? 
a. Rat 
b. Toad 
Co Badger 
d. Otter 
40. Who escapes from jail disgUised: 
as a washerwoman? 
a. Badger 
b. Rat 
Co Mole 
d. Toad 
ii8 
King of the Golden River 
41. Who is the good brother? 
a. Hans 
b. Schwartz 
c. Gluck 
d. Christopher 
43. How is Penny related to Jody? 
a. Mother 
b. Father 
c. Brother 
d. Aunt 
45. Why does Sbahrazad marry the 
King? 
a. to gain wealth and power 
b. to save the King's wives from 
death 
c. to gain fame and title 
d. to save her father from prison 
42. What are the two evil brothers turned 
into? 
a. black stones 
b. green toads 
c. red elves 
d. blue snakes 
The Yearling 
44.. Holf does Fodder-Wing die? 
a. fever 
b. drowning 
Co hanging 
d. wounds 
Arabian Nights 
46. What does Sinbad the Sailor finally 
become? 
a. a wandering dervish 
b. a captain of a ship 
c. a rich man 
d. an evil genie 
Ann of Green Gables 
47. Who calls Ann "Carrots"? 
a. Gilbert Blythe 
b. Marilla Cuthbert 
c. Ruby Gillis 
d. Josie Pye 
49. Who is Hi tty? 
a. a girl 
b. a puppet 
c. a doll 
d. a kitten 
48. How does Ann place in the Queen's entrance 
exam? 
a. first 
b. second 
c. ties for second 
d. ties for first 
Hitty 
50. Who is Little Thankful? 
a. Captain's pet 
b. snake charmer's doll 
c .. Hindu's cobra 
d. missionary's daughter 
Winnie the Pooh 
5lo What is Winnie the Pooh's real name? 52o How does Pooh rescue Piglet during 
the flood? 
a .. Piglet 
b., Christopher Robin 
Co Eeyore 
d .. Edward Bear 
a .. with a raft 
b .. with a canoe 
co with an umbrella 
d .. with a handkerchief 
}~ .. Bumps and His Monkey 
53 .. What is the name of Mr .. Bump's 
monkey? 
a .. Coral 
b .. Jasper 
Co Topsy 
do Kate 
55.. Who rears Mowgli? 
57 .. 
59o 
a.. the elephant family 
b .. Shere Khan 
Co an Indian tribe 
d .. Mother Wolf 
Who do the Van Alstynes 
a .. the English 
bo the Spanish 
Co the Yankees 
do the Indians 
Aesop's Fables 
How does Aesop end his 
a., a rhyme 
bo a quotation 
Co a Bible saying 
do a moral 
fear? 
fables? 
The Jungle 
54 .. What is the monkey's one wish? 
a .. to return to Africa 
b .. to stay with~. Bumps 
Co to remain an actor 
do to live aboard ship 
Book 
56 .. Who is Rikki-Tikki-Tavi? 
a .. a cobra 
b .. a talking bird 
c.. a mongoose 
d .. a friend of Mowgli 
The Matchlock Gun 
58.. Who fires the rna tchlock gun? 
a., Gertrude 
b., Tennis 
c., Edward 
do Widow Van Alstyne 
Andersen's Fairy Tales 
60 .. What does the Ugly Duckling grow 
up to be? 
a o gander 
b .. drake 
Co swan 
do peacock 
~ . .. , .. 
· · ~: 
YOUNG PEOPLE'S LI TERATURE SURVEY 
Name--------------------------------------------~Age ______ Grade ______ Boy _____ .Girl _____ 
School~----------------------------------------Town or Ci~--- ----------------------
================================================================================:========= 
We are interested in knowing what stories boys and girls like. You can help 
us by answering some questionso It doesn't make any difference how you learned 
about the story, whether you read it in a book or in a comic, or heard it on the 
radio . or on a re-cord, or saw it on television. 
Under each question there are four answerso Circle the letter that is in front 
of the correct answerG Only one answer is correcto You may not know all the stories, 
but read all the questions because you may have forgotten that you heard the stc•ry. 
Look carefully at these exampleso Your teacher will do them with you. 
1. Who makes it possible for Cin-
derella to go to the ball? 
a. her step-sisters 
b. her step-mother 
Co her fairy godmother 
d. her father 
Yes, the ariswer with the letter c . 
in front of it is correct, so circle 
the letter c. 
Cinderella 
2. What does Cinderella do all the day? 
a. works hard 
b. plays all day 
Co goes to school 
do visi ts with friends 
The lett er a is the correct answer. 
You should have ~ircled a. 
Now, turn the page and do all the questions you can. 
Remember to go from left to right for each story as you did in the example .. 
1.20 
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1. What do the townsfolk of Dorfli 
call Heidi's grandfather? 
a. Papa Banks 
b. Alm-Uncle 
c. Peter of Dorfli 
d. The Hermit Sesemann 
Heidi 
FORM B 
2. Why does Dete return to Grandfather's 
house? 
a. to take Heidi to Frankfurt 
b. to visit for the summer 
c. to bring Christmas gifts 
d. to pay for Heidi's schooling 
Rabbit Hill 
3. Who comes to Rabbit Hill? 
a. a horse 
b. elves 
c. new folks 
d. young girls 
4. Who is the -only rabbit Who. -jmnps ac:::ross 
Dead Man's Brook? 
a. Father Rabbit 
b. Li. ttle Georgie 
c. Throckmorton 
d. Uncle Analdes 
The Story About Ping 
5. Who is Ping? 
a. a boy 
b. a goose 
Co a duck 
d. a frog 
6. Who sets Ping free? 
a. the Boy 
b. the Mother 
c. the Father 
d. the Girl 
The Life and Adventures of Robinson Crusoe 
7. Who is Robinson Crusoe? 
a. survivor of a shipwreck 
b. a man living in the desert 
c. a man lost in the land of 
little people 
d. a hermit living on a 
mountain 
9. Who does Peter Pan take care of 
in Never land? 
a. pirates 
b. lost boys 
c. fairies 
d. redskins 
8. What happens to Robinson Crusoe's man 
Friday? 
a. dies saving Robinson Crusoe 
b. goes to England 
c. is killed by cannibals 
d. remains on the island 
Peter Pan 
10. What does Peter Pan leave behind on 
a visit to the Darlings? 
-~ •H ~-A-'-..IL 
a. umbrella 
b. bat 
Co jacket 
do shadow 
Rip Van Wi nkle 
11. Who is Rip's favori te companion? 12. What makes the thunder in the Catskill 
Hount a i ns? 
a . his horse a . bowling pins 
b . his son b . dwarf hunters 
c. his dog c. wild horses 
d . the innkeepf'r d. angry gods 
Daniel Boone 
13. What is the relat ionship between 
Daniel Boone and Rebecca Bryan? 
a . friend 
b . wife 
c . teacher 
d . aunt 
14. What do the Indians ask Daniel Boone in 
exchange for the safety of the fort? 
a. twelve men 
b. twelve guns 
c " twelve horses 
d. twelve barrels of rum 
Black Beauty 
15. Who tells this story? 
a. Rob Roy 
b . Black Beauty 
Co Squire Gordon 
d . Joe Green 
Smoky, 
17 . Who trains Smoky? 
a. Jeff 
b. Old Tom 
Co Shorty 
d . Cli nt 
Hans Brinker 
19 . Who wins the silver skates 
besides Peter? 
a . Hans 
b . Gretel 
Co Carl 
d . Hilda 
the 
and 
16. Who is Ginger? 
a. a dog 
b . a girl 
Co a horse 
d. a cat 
Cowhorse 
18. What other name does Smoky have 
time during his life? 
a. Chapo 
b. Pecos 
Co Lucky 
d. Cougar 
the Silver Skates 
20. What does Hans grow up to be? 
a. a famous skater 
b • a town mayor 
Co a windmill keeper 
d. a well-to-do doctor 
at one 
~~ 
~ : 
2lo Who is Paul Bunyan? 
a. logger 
b. storyteller 
Co hunter 
do cook 
23. Who gets the moon for Princess 
Lenore? 
a. Lord High Chamber lain 
b. Royal Wizard 
c. Court Jester 
d. Royal Mathematician 
:123 
Paul Bunyan 
Many Moons 
22. What drives Paul Bunyan away 
from his work? 
.• 
a. old a~e 
bo the blue ox 
Co women 
do Big S:wede 
24o How big is Princess Lenore's 
moon? 
ao bigger than her room 
bo twice as big as the palace 
c. half the size of the kingdo,m 
do smaller than her thumbnail 
The Moffats 
25. What do the Moffat family 
live in? 
a. a trailer 
b. a yellow house 
Co a thatched cottage 
do a red houseboat 
27. Which word best suits Caddie 
Woodlawn? 
a. shy 
bo ladylike 
c. tomboyish 
d. studious 
29. What does Janie Larkin -want 
more than anything else? 
ao pretty clothes 
b. a permanent home 
Co a brother or sister 
d. a dog 
26. What happens to Rufus on his 
first day of school? 
a. he loses his milk money 
b. he gets lost in the woods 
c. he has a fight 
d. he takes a train ride 
Caddie Woodlawn. 
28. Why does Uncle Ednnmd give Caddie 
a silver dollar? 
a. she wins the race 
b. he likes her best 
c. she loses the race 
d. she gives him her dog 
Blue Willow 
30o Who does Janie give her blue 
willow plate to? 
a o Bounce Reyburn 
b o Mr o Anderson 
Co Lupe Romero 
do the doctor 
Jolmny Tremain 
31. Where does Jolmny Tremain live? 32o What cripples Johnny's hand? 
a. Philadelphia a. a redcoat's bullet 
b. Washington b. molten silver 
c. Boston c. a runaway horse 
d. New York do Merchant Lyte' s whip 
Little Girl with Seven Names 
33. Who always teases . .Melis.sa LoUisa 
about her seven names? 
a. Aunt Cynthia 
b ~ Uncle Mark 
c. Aunt Jane 
d. Uncle John 
35. What does Twig become wpen 
Elf says magic words? -
a. invisible 
b. smaller 
c. larger 
d. sleepy 
34. What is Mother's surprise for Melissa 
Louisa? 
a. a baby 
bo a sugar candy 
Co a picnic 
d. twins 
36. Who does Lord Buzzle chQose to take 
over his job? 
ao Tlfig 
b. }irs. Sparrow 
Co Old Girl 
d. Elf 
Dr. Doolittle 
37. Why does Dr. Doolittle go to 
Africa? 
a. to earn money 
b. to see the King 
C& to visit friends 
d. to help the monkeys 
38 o Who first teaches Dr. Doolittle a1nima.l 
language? 
a. Puddleby 
b. the Cat's-Heat-Man 
Co Polynesia 
do Chee-Chu 
Charlotte's Web 
39. How does Charlotte save Wilbur's 
life? 
a. by spinning 
b. by flying 
c. by singing 
d. by dancing 
40. What does Wilbur win at the fair? 
ao first prize 
b. second prize 
c. special prize 
d. door prize 
Grimm's Fairy Tales 1_25 
41. Who is Rumpelstiltskin? 
a. a prince 
b. a giant 
c. an elf 
d. a miller 
43. Who is the Good Master? 
a. a shepherd 
b. a ranch owner 
c. a ship owner 
d. a circus trainer 
45. Who rules England in the days 
of Robin Hood? 
a. King William 
b. King Henry II 
c. Queen Victoria 
d. King Richard III 
42. What does Rumpelstiltskin want 
as wages for his work? 
a. a magic spinning wheel 
b. a roomful of gold 
c. the queen's first child 
d. someone who can pronounce 
his name 
The Good Master 
Robin Hood 
44. What does Pista give to Kate? 
a. a winged horse 
b. a honey cake 
c. magic spurs 
d. a necklace 
46. Where does Robin Hood first meet 
Li. ttle John? 
a. on a bridge 
b. in London 
c. at Nottingham 
d. on a boat 
The Secret Garden 
47. How does the secret garden 
make Mary feel? 
a .. happy 
b .. sad 
c. lonely 
d. angry 
49. What family hires Mary Poppins 
as a nurse? 
a. the Browns 
b. the Banks 
c. the Haines 
d. the 0'Haras 
Mary Poppins 
48. Who could tame all the wild 
creatures? 
ao Hary 
b. Ben 
c. Dickon 
d. Colin 
50. How does Mary Poppins arrive 
at 17 Cherry Lane? 
a. on a magic carpet 
bo on the noon train 
c. with the east wind 
d. by horse and carr~age 
51. \ihom does Bambi respect most 
of all in the forest? 
a. the owl 
bo the hare 
c .. the lion 
do the old stag 
53o What does Mafatu fear? 
ao volcanoes 
bo the sea 
c 0 lightning 
do fire 
Bambi 
52. Who is "He"? 
ao Prince of the forest 
b. the old buck 
c. the hunter 
do the wise owl 
Call It Courage 
54 o \ihy does Mafa tu kill the shark? 
a. to save his dog 
b. to save himself 
Co to save his sisters 
d. to save Iris food 
A Christmas Carol 
55o Who is Bob Cratchit? 
a~ Scrooge's son 
bo Scrooge's nephew 
Co Scrooge's clerk 
do Scrooge's partner 
57o What is the occupation of 
Homer's father? 
a o runs a bakery 
bo invents musical mouse traps 
Co runs a tourist camp 
do announces ~ the radio 
Aesop's Fables 
59o \iho are the characters in 
theffe fables? -
a. sailors and warriors 
bo gods and goddesses 
Co elves and fairies 
do people and animals 
·· ' 56o Ho'f many spirits come to visit 
'Scrooge? 
ao three 
bo two 
Co five 
d. ~me 
-
Homer Price 
58 0 Who has saved the most string in 
Homer's town? 
ao Uncle Telemachus 
bo Uncle Ulysses 
Co Hiss Terwilliger 
do Hiss Enders 
Andersen's Fairy Tales 
60o In the story of The Tinder Box, where 
does the soldier find the money? 
a:o in. a tree 
b. in a castle 
Co in the ocean 
do in a mountain 
1. -a 
2. -C 
3. b 
4• a 
5· b 
' 6. d 
1· d 
a. ·a 
9. -a 
10. d 
11. b 
12• ·a 
13. b 
1.4.a 15. d 
1.6. -0 
17. b 
18. a 
19. b 
20. d 
21. b 
22. d 
23. b 24.b 25. c 
26. c 
27e e 
28. a 
29~ c 
30. b 
ANSWER KEY TO REVISED TEST 
FORM A 
31. b 
32. b 
33• c 
.34• e 
35. a 
36. c 
37~ d 
38. e 
39. a 
40-. d 
4lo ·C 42. a 
43• b 
44. -a 
45. b 
46~ e 
4T• a 48. d 
49. -0 
50• d 
51• d 52. c 
53. b 
54• a 55· d 56. -e 
57 • . d. 58. c 59. d 
60. c 
1. b 
2• :a 
3. c 4. b 
5. c 
·6. a 
1. a 
a. b 
9. b 
10. d 
11. e 
12 • . -a 
13· b 
14. a 1.5. b 
16. c 
17. d 
18. d 
19 • . b 
20. d 
21-. .a 
22. c 
23. c 
24. d 2.5. b 
26 • . d 
27. ~ 
28• .c 
29. b 
30 • . a 
ANSWER KEY TO REVISED TEST 
FORM B 
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31. c 
32:. b 
33~ b 
.34.d 3.5. b 
36. d 
37• d 
38-· c 
394a a 
40. c 
41· c 42. c 
43. b 
44. d 45. d 46. a 
47. a 
48~ c 49. b 
so. c 51. d 
52. c 
.53. b 
54'• a 55-. c 56. a 
57. c ?B. c 
59~ d 
60• a 
• 
c. Teache~s' Co~enta 
Fourth grade.-- On the whole, both the fourth grade teachE~rs 
who used the pilot test and the fourth grade teachers who gave the 
final test stated that the children enjoyed taking it. The chll-
dren neither .found the test too long, nor did they find it too 
dif.ficult • In fact, the children appeared to be anxious to look 
up the books they did not know. One teacher stated that the tetst 
made the children aware tqat some books nlive down through the 
ages." She ala o stated that the pupils were anxious to pro curet 
the books on the test from the town library. This same teacher• 
also suggested that only one test per class be given as the two 
for.ms were so different that it was impossible to discuss the 
test. 
Fifth grade.-- All teachers ip. the f'i.fth grade who gave 
either the pilot test or the .fima.l test _agreed that it was not 
too long. However, many children showed anxiety on taking a 
"test" 1 while others fo~ it most interesting. The test, ·judg-
ing from the comments~ was difficult for the majority of the 
children, and it did cause some concern in many of the childrel'iL 
who had not heard of most of the books. 
In the final ·study a variety of comments was collected; 
these ranged from expressions of "hardtt to "easy • .n One boy sa1.d 
that, "All the books were .for girls," while a girl said that, 
"Nea+"lY all the ·books ~~re .for boys·."' Some children asked wher•e 
: .. 
. ; 
the pooks could be obta,~ned. 
1_30 
I ., 
Some teachers who gave the pilot to'~t o~ the fina4 test 
agreed that the directions should state specifically whether o~ r1ot 
the children should leave blank tbe i te~s they did not know. One• 
teacher from a school in a neighborbood of people of low socio-
economic status felt that the test was culturally unfair for those 
children who did not have the •opportunities• of other children. 
This teacher was principally concerned with children of foreign 
background. 
One of the fifth grade teachers said tbat her childrep were 
disinterested in •recommended" book;s, even when .certain passages 
were read to them. On the other band, a comment from another 
teacher was that the survey seemed to be a ~otivating factor, 
making the children want to read books that were included in the 
test. The writers inferreQ that this letter group of children 
felt that they ought to be acquainted with most of the books on 
the test. 
Sixth grade.-- The sixth grade teachers agreed that the test 
was neither too lQng nor too difficult, with the exception of 
those children who had reading difficulties or were slo~ learners .• 
T.he children did not mind taking the test and many enjoyed it. 
However, they did .feel that the test included too man7 books which 
they had not heard o.f; but this served as a motivating factor in 
some eases. 
One teacher .felt that the test was well set up and qontained 
a good sample of books and stories. How,ver, the teache%'1 who gavEl 
~3i 
the pilot test reported that his pupils believed that Form B was 
considerably more difficult than Form A. This statement was a 
partial basis for revising the two forms of the teat before the 
final study. 
